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Amici Camden
Camden County,
County, New
NewJersey
Jersey,Wayne
WayneCounty,
County,
Amici
Michigan, the City
City and
and County
County of
of San
San Francisco,
Francisco, and the
Cleveland,
Jersey
City,City,
cities of
ofBerkeley,
Berkeley,Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
Cleveland,
Jersey
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Louis, West
West Hollywood,
Hollywood, and
and Wilmington
are all
all charged
with myriad responsibilities to sustain and
are
charged with
improve
life in
in their
theircommunities,
communities, including
including
improve the quality of life
safeguarding
theircitizens
citizensfrom
from
violent
crime.
safeguarding their
violent
crime.
Each Each
amicus,
citizens,
is pursuing
a multiamicus, on
on behalf
behalf ofofitsits
citizens,
is pursuing
a multipronged approach
approach to
to curbing gun violence.
such, amici
pronged
violence. As such,
are interested
regarding
thethe
tracing
are
interested in
inthe
theinformation
information
regarding
tracing
and multiple
multiple purchases
offirearms
frearms that respondent
City of
of
and
purchases of
respondent City
Chicago
United
Chicago has
has requested
requested be
be released
released by
by petitioner United
States Department
Department of
of Justice,
Justice,Bureau
BureauofofAlcohol,
Alcohol,Tobacco,
Tobacco,
Firearms, and
and Explosives
Explosives (ATF)
from ATF's
ATF’sTrace
Traceand
and
(ATF) from
Multiple Sales
Multiple
Sales Databases.
Databases.
of ATF’s
ATF's enforcement
enforcement efforts regardThe effectiveness
effectiveness of
ing firearms
firearms is
is of
of particular
particularimportance
importancetotoamici
amicibecause
because
on its
its
they work
work with
withATF
ATFon
onan
anongoing
ongoing basis
basis and
and depend
depend on
assistance in their
lawlaw
enforcement
efforts.
ATFATF
assistance
theirown
own
enforcement
efforts.
encourages
to participate
participatewith
with
in various
encourages localities
localities to
it initvarious
nationwide firearm
firearm initiatives,
initiatives,such
suchasasthe
the
Youth
Crime
Youth
Crime
Gun Interdiction
InterdictionInitiative
Initiative (YCGII), which,
which, inter
interalia,
alia,
"seeks to
to determine
determine the illegal
of guns
guns for youths
“seeks
illegal sources
sources of
patterns
in the
locallocal
by analyzing
analyzing trace
tracedata
datatotodetect
detect
patterns
in the
supply of crime guns."
supply
guns.” J.A. 27; Pet. Br. 8.
8. That
That initiative
initiative
requires
thatparticipating
participating
localities
agree
to have
requires that
localities
agree
to have
all all
recoveredin
in their
their jurisdictions
crime guns recovered
jurisdictions traced
traced by
by ATF.
ATF.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Disclosure
from the
the Trace
Trace
Disclosure of
of the
the withheld
withheld information
information from
and
MultipleSales
SalesDatabases
Databases would
wouldfurther
furtherthe
the
public
and Multiple
public
1

consenting to
are
to the
the filing
filing of
of this brief are
1 Letters from the parties consenting
being filed
along with
brief, pursuant
being
filed with
with the Clerk of this Court along
with this brief,
to Supreme
Supreme Court
Rule 37.3(a).
37.3(a). No
authored this
Court Rule
No counsel
counselfor
for aa party
party authored
in whole
whole or in
in part,
part, and
and no
no person
person or entity, other than the amici
brief in
members, or their
their counsel,
counsel, made
made aa monetary
curiae, their
their members,
monetary contribution
to the preparation or submission of
of this
this brief.
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interest in
in demonstrating
demonstrating how
how well
wellATF
ATF isisconducting
conducting its
its
gun trace
trace and
and monitoring
monitoringfunctions,
functions,and
andhow
how
well
well
it isit is
compiling
develop a picture of
of the
the nation's
nation’s crime
crime
compiling data to develop
distribution channels.
gun distribution
channels. For example,
example, information from
Databaseshowing
showingwhich
whichfirearm
frearm dealers
the Trace
Trace Database
dealers do not
information to
provide information
to ATF
ATF that
thatisisadequate
adequate to
to complete
complete a
trace
retailpurchaser,
purchaser,inin
what
circumstances
such
trace to aa retail
what
circumstances
such
trace
failures occur,
occur, and
andATF's
ATF’sresponse,
response,would
wouldreveal
reveal
trace failures
important factors
factors that
thatcontribute
contributetotoATF's
ATF’s
effectiveness.
effectiveness.
That information
information would,
would,ininturn,
turn,
inform
how
amici
may
inform
how
amici
may
effectiveness
in combating
gun gun
better improve
improvetheir
their
effectiveness
in combating
violence,
including with
violence, including
with respect
respect to
to those
those amici
amici responsible
responsible
for enforcing state laws regulating
regulating licensed
licensed frearm
firearmdealdealers who
who operate
operatein
in their
their jurisdictions
ers
jurisdictions and
and those
those amici who
have enacted
enactedtheir
their own
own local
local firearm
frearm dealer
have
dealer laws.
laws.
part of
of their
theirefforts
effortstotocurb
curbgun
gun
violence,several
several
As part
violence,
arecurrently
currently
pursuing
public
nuisance
amici are
pursuing
public
nuisance
claimsclaims
against
certain frearm
firearm
industry
members,
similar
to
against certain
industry
members,
similar
to
respondent's civil
civil lawsuit. See
of the
respondent’s
See Pet. App. 2a. Some
Some of
amici
requested the
the data at issue here
here under the
amici have
have also requested
Freedom of
of Information Act
Freedom
Act (FOIA),
(FOIA), 55U.S.C.
U.S.C.§§552,
552, and
and
has similarly
similarlyrefused
refusedtotodisclose
disclosethe
thedata
datatoto
them.
ATF has
them.
Like respondent,
respondent, and
and as
as shown
shown more
morefully
fullybelow
below,
these
these
areentitled
entitledunder
under
FOIA
to information
the information
amici are
FOIA
to the
re- requested, should
should they
they seek
seektotouse
useititin
in connection
connectionwith
with their
their
quested,
claims that
distribution
of certain
claims
that the
themethods
methodsofofgun
gun
distribution
of certain
industry members
industry
members directly
directly result
resultininwidespread
widespreadaccessibilaccessibility of
ity
of handguns
handguns to
to persons
persons prohibited
prohibited by
by law
lawfrom
frompossesspossessing them,
them, including
includingfelons
felonsand
and
juveniles.
Moreover,
juveniles.
Moreover,
in in
connectionwith
with all their
connection
their efforts
efforts to
toaddress
address gun violence
violence in
their jurisdictions,
have
a legitimate
interest
in in
their
jurisdictions,amici
amici
have
a legitimate
interest
ascertaining the
ATF
is fulfilling
its its
ascertaining
the degree
degree totowhich
which
ATF
is fulfilling
statutory role
statutory
role of regulating
regulating firearm
firearm industry
industrylicensees,
licensees, and
the data
data about
about changes
changes in crime
crime gun
gun patterns
patternsover
overtime
time
will assist
will
assist amici
amici in
inmaking
makingsuch
such evaluations.
evaluations.
As a more
more general
general matter,
matter, the
the information
information at issue
issue in
this case
case isisrelevant
relevantto to
national
debate
regarding
thethe
national
debate
regarding
whether current
current federal
federalfirearm
firearmlaws
lawsand
and
resources
thethe
resources
devoted
enforcingthem
themareare
adequate,
or whether
devoted to enforcing
adequate,
or whether
needed
thisthis
areaarea
-a – a
additional laws
laws or
orefforts
effortsare
are
neededin in

33
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debate
significance to
debate that
that is
is of
of particular
particular significance
to amici
amici and
and their
law enforcement
enforcement efforts.
efforts.Chief
Chief
executives
of law
the law
executives
of the
enforcement offices
officesof
of some
someofofthe
theamici
amici submitted
submitted sworn
enforcement
summary judgment
declarations in support of respondent's
respondent’s summary
action,
attesting
to the
fact fact
that that
motion in
in the
theinstant
instant
action,
attesting
to the
disclosure of
of the
the information requested
disclosure
requested in this
this case
case could
could
not reasonably
reasonably be
law enforceenforcebe expected
expectedtoto interfere
interfere with law
ment proceedings.
ment
proceedings.
Given the extent of their
Given
their law
law enforcement
enforcement duties and
responsibilities, amici have
have aa strong
strong interest
interest in the proper
resolution of
resolution
of the
the questions
questions presented
presented in
in this
thiscase.
case.
SUMMARY
OFARGUMENT
ARGUMENT
SUMMARY OF
I. Disclosure
of the
theinformation
information
withheld
by the
Disclosure of
withheld
by the
Explosives
Bureau of
of Alcohol,
Alcohol,Tobacco,
Tobacco, Firearms,
Firearms,and
and
Explosives
(ATF) will
will directly
revealing
(ATF)
directlyserve
servethe
thepublic
publicinterest
interestbyby
revealing
ATF’s effectiveness
effectiveness in tracing
tracingfrearms
firearms
that
have
been
ATF's
that
have
been
involved
activity and
and in
in monitoring
monitoring the
the sales
sales of
involved in
in criminal activity
of
multiple
firearms
to unlicensed
individual
purchasers
multiple frearms
to unlicensed
individual
purchasers
within
shortperiod
periodofoftime.
time.
The
court
of appeals
within aashort
The
court
of appeals
cor-correctly held that
that ATF
ATF failed
failedto
toestablish
establishthat
thatthe
thewithheld
withheld
information in
information
inits
itsTrace
Trace and
and Multiple
MultipleSales
SalesDatabases
Databases was
exempt from
from disclosure
disclosure under
under the
the Freedom
Freedom of
of Information
Information
exempt
Act (FOIA),
(FOIA), 55 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 552.
552.

A. ATF
FOIA
Exemption
7(A)7(A)
as aasblanket
ATFtreats
treats
FOIA
Exemption
a blanket
exemption that
that allows it to withhold,
exemption
withhold, for
for aa five-year
five-year period,
period,
whatever information in
whatever
inits
itsdatabases
databasesis,
is,ininATF's
ATF’sview
view,
"sensitive," in order to
“sensitive,”
to avoid
avoid what
what ATF
ATF believes
believes would
would be
be
"premature" release.
But Congress
specified in
in Exemption
“premature”
release. But
Congress specified
compiled
forfor
lawlaw
en- en7(A)
that"records
“recordsororinformation
information
compiled
7(A) that
forcement
purposes” need
need not
notbebedisclosed
disclosedbyby
federal
forcement purposes"
federal
agencies“only
"onlyto
to the
the extent”
extent" that
that they
agencies
they "could
“could reasonably
reasonably
be expected
expected to
to interfere
interfere with
be
withenforcement
enforcement proceedings."
proceedings.” 5
U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(7)(A).
552(b)(7)(A).ATF’s
ATF's sweeping
sweeping policy
policy of
of aa five-year
U.S.C.
of different
types types
of
withholding period
periodfor
fora variety
a variety
of different
of
information ininitsits
Trace
Database
does
meet
Trace
Database
does
notnot
meet
thatthat
standard.

4
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ATF's
ATF’s attempt
attempt to
to characterize
characterize its
itspolicy
policy as
as aa "categori“categorical”
akin to
tothose
those approved
approved in
in earlier
earliercases
cases is
is inconinconcal" rule akin
sistent with
withmore
morerecent
recent
precedent.
In United
States
precedent.
In United
States
Department of
of Justice v. Landano,
Landano, 508
508 U.S.
U.S. 165 (1993), the
Department
arguments strikingly
strikingly similar
Court rejected
rejected arguments
similarto
tothose
those made
made
by ATF in this
thiscase.
case. Landano
Landano made
made clear that
thatan
anagency's
agency’s
claim of
of aa categorical
categorical law
lawenforcement
enforcement exemption
exemption under
under
the FOIA must
must be
be supported
supported by a particularized
particularized showing
showing
that each
of of
information
withheld
that
each of
ofthe
thevarious
varioustypes
types
information
withheld
could
be expected
expected totocause
causethe
theharm
harm
could characteristically be
addressedby
bythe
the exemption.
exemption. Landano’s
Landano's tailoring
tailoring requireaddressed
FOIA
ment is
is reinforced
reinforced by
byaaseparate
separateprovision
provisionofofthe
the
FOIA
that authorizes
that
authorizes an
an agency
agency to withhold
withholdinformation
informationabout
about
the existence
existence of
enforcement records
of law enforcement
records pertaining
pertaining to aa
criminal investigation
investigation only
onlyso
so long
longas
asthere
thereisisaapending
pending
investigation and
investigation
and the
thesubject
subject is
isunaware
unawareof
ofit.
it.See
See 55 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
§
§ 552(c)(1).
552(c)(1).
short
of making
thethe
particularized
B. ATF
ATFfalls
fallsfarfar
short
of making
particularized
showing
Landano requires
requires to
to support
support its
itsExemption
Exemption
showing that
that Landano
7(A)
claim. Although
AlthoughATF
ATFclaims
claimsthat
that
disclosure
disclosure
of of
thethe
7(A) claim.
existence of
of firearm
frearm traces
existence
tracescould
couldreasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expected to
interfere with
withenforcement
enforcementproceedings,
proceedings, ATF's
ATF’sevidence
evidence
does not
not indicate
indicate that
that to
does
to be
be so.
so. First,
First, the
theTrace
Trace Database
Database
information does
does not
not reveal
reveal whether
whetheran
aninvestigation
investigationis is
with regard
ATF's withholdwithholdpending with
regard to
to any
any trace.
trace. Second,
Second, ATF’s
ing of
of information
information identifying
identifyingallallfrearm
firearm
manufacturers,
manufacturers,
wholesalers,and
andretailers
retailers isis not
not justified
justified in the
importers, wholesalers,
vast majority
majority of
of traces
traces where
where those
those entities
entities are
are informed
informed
of the trace during
by ATF of the existence
existence of
during the
the course
course of
of
the trace. Third,
Third, ATF
ATF presents
presents no
no evidence
evidence that the
the disclodisclosure
of the
the various
varioustypes
typesofofinformation
informationwithheld
withheld
sure of any of
could reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expectedtotointerfere
interfere with
with an
could
an enforceenforcement proceeding
proceeding for
forthe
the
entire
five-year
withholding
entire
fve-year
withholding
period. ATF's
period.
ATF’s evidence
evidence establishes
establishes that
that traces
traces are
arecomcompleted within
thethe
more
complicated
pleted
withinone
oneyear
yearand
andeven
even
more
complicated
investigations involving the
investigations
the Multiple
MultipleSales
SalesDatabase
Database are
are
completed
within
two
years.
Finally,
ATF
did
not
tender
completed within two years. Finally, ATF did not tender
admissible evidence
evidencetotosupport
supportits
itsclaim
claimthat
that any
any failure
failure to
admissible
maintain the
maintain
the confdentiality
confidentialityofoftrace
tracerequests
requests for
for five
five years
years

5
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would mean that
that local
local law
lawenforcement
enforcement agencies
agencies would no
longer
request traces.
traces. The
Therecord
recordevidence
evidencefrom
from
chief
longer request
chief
executives of
of major
major metropolitan
metropolitan police
departments is to
executives
police departments
arguthe contrary.
contrary. The
The Court
Court found
foundremarkably
remarkablysimilar
similar
arguments to be inadequate
inadequate in Landano.
That is not to say that ATF could
could not
not justify
justify withholding some
some types
types of
of Trace
Trace Database
Database information
informationunder
undera a
categorical
making the
the
categorical Exemption
Exemption 7(A)
7(A) claim.
claim. Instead of making
of
required particularized
particularized showing
showing for aa narrower
narrower category
category of
information such
information
such as
as in
incases
cases involving
involving undercover
undercover agents,
agents,
however, ATF
ATF has
has rested
rested on an overbroad
however,
overbroad and
and unreasonunreasonable
that does
does not
not "comport[
“comport[ ] with
with`com‘comable five-year
five-year policy
policy that
senseand
andprobability.’
probability."'” Landano,
mon sense
Landano, 508
508 U.S.
U.S. at
at 175.
175.
II.
its withholding
withholdingofofvarivariII. ATF also cannot sustain its
ous
in
ous categories
categories of
of names
names and
and addresses
addressesofof individuals
individuals in
SaleSale
Databases
under
FOIAFOIA
the Trace
Trace and
andMultiple
Multiple
Databases
under
7(C). That
That exemption
exemption allows
allowsthe
the withholding
withholding of
of
Exemption 7(C).
records“only
"only to
to the
the extent”
extent" that
law enforcement
enforcement records
that producproduction "could
expectedto
to constitute
constitute an
an unwartion
“could reasonably
reasonably be expected
ranted invasion
invasion
of personal
of personal
privacy."privacy.” 5 U.S.C.
552(b)(7)(C). Exception 7(C)
§§ 552(b)(7)(C).
only ififthe
thepublic
public
7(C) applies only
interest served
served by
by disclosure
disclosure isisoutweighed
outweighedby
bypersonal
personal
privacy interests.
Disclosureofofthe
thewithheld
withheld
namesand
and
addresses
A. Disclosure
names
addresses
public
interest
by by
in the
theTrace
Trace Database
Database will
willserve
servethe
the
public
interest
determine whether
whether the
the fifty
ffty percent
allowing the public to determine
percent
of ATF traces
traces which
which successfully
successfully identify
identify the
theretail
retailpurpurchaser
concentrated on
guns that
thatare
aresold
soldtoto
chaser are
are concentrated
on crime guns
particular purchasers,
particular retailers,
particular
purchasers, by particular
retailers, recovered
recovered in
particular
geographic areas,
areas, or recovered
recovered from
particular geographic
from particular
particular
names
and
ad-adindividuals. Similarly,
Similarly,disclosure
disclosureofofthe
the
names
and
dresses of
of retail
retail purchasers
dresses
purchasers in
in the
theMultiple
MultipleSales
SalesDataDatabase would
would allow
allow the
the public
public to determine whether ATF is
base
able
timely manner,
manner, multiple
multiple purchases
purchases by
able to
to detect,
detect, in
in a timely
the same
same unlicensed
unlicensedindividual
individual within
within a short time period
at different
different dealers.
dealers.

The public
of of
perThe
public interest
interestoutweighs
outweighsATF's
ATF’sclaims
claims
personal privacy.
purchasers'
names
and
ad-adsonal
privacy. As
As for
forretail
retail
purchasers’
names
and
dresses,
interestbased
based on
onfederal
federal
dresses,ATF
ATF claims
claims aa privacy interest

6
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statutes limiting
statutes
limitingthe
thedisclosure
disclosureofofpurchaser
purchaserinformation
information
by state and
and local
local law
lawenforcement
enforcementagencies.
agencies. ATF
ATF does
does not
suggest,
however, that
that
nongovermental,
commercial
suggest, however,
nongovermental,
commercial
retailers are
are prevented
prevented from making
making public
public the
thenames
names or
or
addresses of
of their
undermining
the the
addresses
theircustomers,
customers,thus
thus
undermining
interest. ATF's
claimed privacy interest.
ATF’s claim
claim of
of aa generic
generic personal
personal
privacy interest
interestfor
forthe
thenames
namesand
andaddresses
addresses of
of the
the people
people
their associates,
from whom crime
crime guns
guns are
are recovered,
recovered, their
associates, and
rests on
on aa blanket
blanket claim for
the recovery locations, rests
for exempting information
information merely
merely because
because it is
is included
included in
inaarecord
record
compiled for law
tailored
compiled
law enforcement
enforcement purposes.
purposes. Congress
Congress tailored
the FOIA
FOIA law
law enforcement
enforcement exemptions
exemptions to preclude
preclude such a
may
bebe
anyany
privacy
blanket claim.
claim. To
To the
theextent
extentthere
there
may
privacy
interest in
withheld names
interest
in any
any of
of the
the various
various categories
categories of withheld
names
and
addresses, that
that concern
concern can
canbebereadily
readily
addressed
and addresses,
addressed
through the
the FOIA's
FOIA’s segregability
segregability provision.
provision. See
See 55 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
§§ 552(b).
552(b).
ARGUMENT
ARGUMENT
Major metropolitan
metropolitanareas
areasinin
country
suffer
a
thisthis
country
suffer
a
of life
life and personal
injury to
significant level of loss
loss of
personal injury
to their
their
citizens due
addition,
gun gun
related
citizens
due to
togun
gunviolence.
violence.In In
addition,
related
violence
imposesadded
addedfinancial
fnancial costs
costs on
on their
their health care
violence imposes
care
systems and
and redevelopment
redevelopment efforts,
efforts, as
as well as
systems
as an
anunacunacceptable quality
quality of
of everyday
everyday life
life on
on those
those who
who live
live in
in fear
ceptable
such violence.
violence. Combating
Combating gun violence
of such
violence is a responsibility shared
and government
governmentofficials
offcials at
ity
shared by law enforcement
enforcement and
the federal, state,
state, and
and local
local levels.
levels.

Disclosure of the
in in
thisthis
case
Disclosure
the withheld
withheldinformation
information
case
will directly
will
directlyserve
serve the public interest
interest and
and support efforts to
curb
violence in
variety of
of ways.
ways. The
The various
various types
types
curb gun violence
in a variety
of information
information requested
of
requested by respondent City of
of Chicago
Chicago to
be disclosed
disclosed from
from the
the Trace
Trace and
and Multiple
Multiple Sales
be
Sales Databases
Databases
maintained by
bypetitioner
petitioner
Bureau
of Alcohol,
Tobacco,
Bureau
of Alcohol,
Tobacco,
Firearms, and
and Explosives
Explosives (ATF) are
are precisely
precisely those
those that
that
Congress
released under
Freedom of
of
Congress intended
intended to
to be
be released
under the Freedom

7
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Information Act
Act (FOIA),
(FOIA), 55U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§552.
552. The
The information
information
will serve
will
serve the
the public
public interest
interestby
byrevealing
revealingthe
theeffectiveness
effectiveness
and
that have
have
and efficiency
efficiency of
ofATF’s
ATF's efforts
efforts to
to trace
trace firearms
frearms that
been used
usedinincriminal
criminal activity
activity by identifying
been
identifying the
the manufacmanufacturer, importer,
importer, wholesaler,
wholesaler, retailer, and retail
retailpurchaser,
purchaser,
particular crime
crime gun,
gun, and
and the
who previously possessed
possessed aaparticular
agency that
TheThe
information
will will
agency
that recovered
recovered the
thegun.
gun.
information
reflect, inter alia,
alia, the
the number
number of
of crime
crime gun traces that ATF
has
conducted involving particular
particularfrearm
firearm
dealers,
has conducted
dealers,
thethe
ATF
traced
multiple
salessales
to to
timeframe within
withinwhich
which
ATF
traced
multiple
particular dealers,
distribution of
particular
dealers, the
the geographical
geographical distribution
of ATF's
ATF’s
rate in
in locating the
of
trace efforts, ATF's
ATF’s success
success rate
the sources
sources of
timeliness of
crime guns, and the timeliness
of ATF's
ATF’s traces.
traces.
The
informationwill
will
allow
the public
to assess
The information
allow
the public
to assess
traces
is higher
withwith
whether the
the rate
rateofoffailed
failedfrearm
firearm
traces
is higher
regard to certain
certain purchasers
purchasers or
or locations,
locations, manufacturers,
manufacturers,
importers, wholesalers,
wholesalers, retailers, or
or requesting
requestingagencies,
agencies,
and whether ATF's
and
ATF’s crime
crime gun
gun tracing
tracingefforts
effortsare
aresuccesssuccessfully
ensuring that
thatfederally
federallylicensed
licenseddealers
dealers whose
whose guns
guns
fully ensuring
end
up being
beingused
usedin in
crimes
maintaining
proper
end up
crimes
are are
maintaining
proper
gun traces.
traces. The
The informapaperwork to ensure
ensure successful
successful gun
tion also will
allow the
the public
public to
to determine
determine whether ATF's
ATF’s
will allow
means
sales allows
means of
of compiling
compiling data
data about
about multiple
multiple sales
allows it
it to
manner,
purchasers
involved
in
identify, inina timely
a timely
manner,
purchasers
involved
in
multiple
sales from
frommore
morethan
than
dealer.
of that
multiple sales
oneone
dealer.
All All
of that
information isisrelevant
relevantto to
determining
the efficacy
determining
the efficacy
of of
ATF's
ATF’s current
current efforts
efforts to
tocombat
combat gun
guncrime
crimeand
andisisimporimportant
to the
the amici's
amici’s own
own law
law enforcement
enforcement efforts,
tant to
efforts, including
civil lawsuits
lawsuitsthat
that
various
of amici
the amici
brought
various
of the
have have
brought
against
gun manufacturers
manufacturers and
anddealers,
dealers, alleging
alleging
against certain gun
that
theyare
arecreating
creatinga public
a public
nuisance
through
that they
nuisance
through
theirtheir
methods of
ofgun
gundistribution
distribution that
that disproportionately
methods
disproportionately lead to
criminal use.
that
ATFATF
criminal
use. The
Thelower
lowercourts
courtscorrectly
correctlyheld
held
that
failed to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
thatititisisentitled
entitled
withhold
to to
withhold
thisthis
requested
information
from
the
public.
requested information

8
1.
I.
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ATF DID
DIDNOT
NOT
ESTABLISH
THAT
WITHATF
ESTABLISH
THAT
THETHE
WITHHELD
INFORMATION
THE
TRACE
DATAHELD INFORMATION
IN IN
THE
TRACE
DATATHE STANDARDS
FOR
BASE MEETS
MEETS
THE
STANDARDS
FOR
NONDISCLOSURE UNDER
EXEMPTION
NONDISCLOSURE
UNDERFOIA
FOIA
EXEMPTION
7(A)
7(A)

The “heart
"heart of
The
of ATF's
ATF’s claim
claim to
to withhold
withholdinformation
informationisis
Exemption (7)(A)."
a.ATF
ATF treats
treats FOIA ExempExemption
(7)(A).” Pet.
Pet. App.
App. 25
25a.
552(b)(7)(A),as
as aa broad
broad exemption
tion 7(A),
7(A), 5 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(7)(A),
that
authorizes the
the withholding
withholdingofofwhatever
whateverlaw
lawenforceenforcethat authorizes
ment investigative
investigative information
informationis,
is,ininATF's
ATF’s
view,
“sensiview
"sensitive." Pet.
38, 39.
39. ATF
ATF claims
claims aa blanket
blanket
tive.”
Pet. Br.
Br. 31,
31, 34, 35 n.18, 38,
right totowithhold
such
"sensitive"
information
for fve
right
withhold
such
“sensitive”
information
for five
years,
anyany
disclosure
before
the the
years, because,
because, in
in its
itsview
view,
disclosure
before
expiration of
of fve
fiveyears
yearswould
wouldbe
be"premature."
“premature.”ATF
ATFdoes
does
not make
make clear
clearwhat
whatdistinguishes
distinguishes
“sensitive”
"sensitive"
lawlaw
en- enforcement
information from
from"nonsensitive"
“nonsensitive”law
law
enforceforcement information
enforcement information
informationand
anddoes
doesnot
not
present
a rationale
present
a rationale
to to
support the five-year
support
five-year withholding
withholdingperiod
periodas
asnecessary
necessary to
to
prevent "premature"
policy
prevent
“premature” release.
release.ATF's
ATF’swithholding
withholding
policy
cannot be
be reconciled
reconciled with
with the
or or
cannot
the text,
text,structure,
structure,history
history,
purpose of
of the
the FOIA,
FOIA, or with
with this
purpose
thisCourt's
Court’sprecedents.
precedents.
Exemption
7(A)
Is Limited
To Preventing
A. Exemption
7(A)
Is Limited
To Preventing
Interference
With
Enforcement
ProceedInterference With
Enforcement
Proceedings
And
Does
Support
A Blanket
ings And
Does
Not Not
Support
A Blanket
Five-Year
Exemption
ForVarious
The Various
Five-Year Exemption
For The
Types OfOf
Trace
Database
Information
Types
Trace
Database
Information
Withheld,Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding
Withheld,
ATF'sATF’s
"Cate- “Categorical”
Claim
gorical" Claim
1. FOIA Exemption
1.
Exemption 77sets
setsforth
forth
criteria
thethe
criteria
that that
must be
be met
agency to
met in order for a federal agency
to withhold
withhold law
enforcement records
recordsor
or information.
information. Exemption 7 includes
enforcement
that each
establishes aa different
different exemption
six subsections
subsections that
each establishes
need
of law
enforcement.
The The
tailored to
toa aparticular
particular
need
of law
enforcement.
detailed nature of Exemption 7 refects
detailed
reflects the
thespecial
special attenattenCongress
gave
to determining
the the
tion and
andcare
carethat
that
Congress
gave
to determining
appropriate
address the particularly
particularlyimporimporappropriate standards
standards to address
tant concerns
of law
law enforcement
enforcement –- concerns
concernsthat
that the
the amici
tant
concerns of
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cities
and counties
counties share
share -– regarding
regardingsafeguarding
safeguardingthe
the
cities and
integrity
thelaw
lawenforcement
enforcementprocess
processasaswell
wellasas
integrity ofofthe
thethe
officers,
are involved
involved ininthat
that
officers, witnesses,
witnesses, and
and others
others who are
process.
Exemption 7 provides
that,notwithstanding
notwithstanding
provides that,
the the
FOIA’s
compelled disclosure
government records
records and
and
FOIA's compelled
disclosure of
of government
information, the
the FOIA
FOIAdoes
does not
not require
requirethe
thedisclosure
disclosureofof
"records or
lawlaw
enforcement
“records
or information
informationcompiled
compiledforfor
enforcement
purposes, but
but only
only to
to the
the extent
extent that
that the production of such
purposes,
law enforcement
enforcement records
records or information"
information” satisfies
satisfies one
one ofof
the statutory
statutoryexemption
exemptioncriteria.
criteria. 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(7)
552(b)(7)
(emphasis
phrase "but
“but only
only
the
(emphasis added).
added).By
By using
using the phrase
totothe
extent," Congress
made clear
clear that
that Exemption 77 does
extent,”
Congress made
does not
exempt from disclosure
exempt
disclosure any records
records or information
information based
based
on the mere
on
mere fact that
that they
they were
were compiled
compiled for
for law
law enforceenforcement purposes,
purposes, ororsolely
solelybecause
becausea law
a law
enforcement
enforcement
agency views
views them
them as
as “sensitive.”
"sensitive."
agency

statute's history confirms
The statute’s
confirms that
thatCongress
Congress intended
for the six
six statutory
statutoryexemptions
exemptions to
to preclude
preclude any effort
effort by
by
agencies
blanketexemption
exemptionforfor
criminal
agencies to
to apply aa blanket
allall
criminal
investigative materials.
materials. When
When the
theFOIA
FOIAwas
wasenacted
enactedinin
1966,
“Exemption
7
permitted
nondisclosure
of
‘investiga1966, "Exemption permitted nondisclosure of `investigatory files
compiled
for
law
enforcement
purposes
files compiled for law enforcement purposes except to
the extent available by law to aa private
private party."'
party.’ ”John
JohnDoe
Doe
Agency
v. John Doe
Agency v.
Doe Corp., 493 U.S. 146, 156 (1989) (quoting Pub.
Pub. L.
L. No.
No.89-487,
89-487, §§ 3(e)(7),
3(e)(7), 80 Stat. 251). Congress
narrowed
that exemption
exemption signifcantly,
significantly,when,
when,inin1974,
1974,it it
narrowed that
enacted Exemptions
Exemptions 7(A)
7(A) through 7(F),
enacted
7(F), thereby
thereby revising
revising
agency
demonstrate
the statute
statute totorequire
requirea afederal
federal
agency"to“to
demonstrate
that aa record
that
record isis`compiled
‘compiled for
forlaw
lawenforcement
enforcementpurposes'
purposes’
and that
of the six
that disclosure
disclosure would
would effectuate
effectuate one
one or more of
156
specified
harms.” John
JohnDoe
DoeAgency,
Agency, 493 U.S.
at 156
specifed harms."
U.S. at
(quoting
v. Robbins
Robbins Tre
Tire&&
Rubber
Co.,437
437
U.S.
(quoting NLRB v.
Rubber
Co.,
U.S.
221-222 (1978)).
(1978)).That
That narrowing
narrowing of the law
214, 221-222
law enforceenforceto concerns
concernsthat
that Exemption 7
ment exemption responded
responded to
as originally
byby
as
originally enacted
enacted was
was being
beingapplied
appliedtoo
toobroadly
broadly
somecourts
courtstotoallow
allowwithholding
withholding of
of anything
anything that
that was put
some
in aalaw
lawenforcement
enforcementinvestigative
investigative
fle.file.
SeeSee
JohnJohn
Doe Doe
Agency, 493
493 U.S.
U.S. at
at 156 & n.7.
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Congresslimited
limited the
the first
frst law
Congress
lawenforcement
enforcement exemption,
exemption,
Exemption 7(A),
7(A), to records
records or
or information,
information, the production
Exemption
of
“could reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expected to
with
of which "could
to interfere with
2
enforcement proceedings."
proceedings.” 55 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(7)(A).2
552(b)(7)(A). Exemption 7(A)
7(A) does
does not
not address
address concerns,
concerns, unrelated to
to enforceenforcethat relate
ment proceedings,
proceedings, that
relate totorelease
releaseofofrecords
recordsthat
that
could
could reveal
reveal confidential
confidential sources,
sources,national
nationalsecurity
security intelliintelligence
investigations,lawlaw
enforcement
investigative
gence investigations,
enforcement
investigative
techniques
and procedures,
procedures, ororinformation
information
could
techniques and
thatthat
could
endanger the
the safety of
exemptions
endanger
of an
anindividual.
individual.Other
Other
exemptions
not invoked by ATF in
in this
thiscase
case specifically
specifically address
address such
such
552 (b)(7)(B), (D)-(F).
concerns. See
See 55 U.S.C. §§
(D)-(F). Thus,
Thus, the
concerns.
§ 552(b)(7)(B),
statute’s
text,structure
structure
and
history
make
statute's text,
and
history
make
clear clear
that that
Exemption
does not authorize
authorize aa blanket
blanketexemption
exemption
Exemption 7(A) does
for all
all law
law enforcement
enforcement information that
that isisinvolved
involved in
inan
an
investigation that
that could
couldpossibly
possibly lead
leadtotoan
anenforcement
enforcement
proceeding.
2.
ATFnonetheless
nonethelessinsists
insists
is entitled
to
2. ATF
thatthat
it is it
entitled
to
of information
related
to frearm
withhold aavariety
variety
of information
related
to firearm
manufacturers,
wholesalers, retailers, retail
retailpurchasers,
purchasers,
manufacturers, wholesalers,
requesting agencies,
frearms
recovery
requesting
agencies, firearms,
firearms,and
and
firearms
recovery
contained
Trace Database
Database because
contained in
in the Trace
becauseits
its withholding
withholding
policy
constitutesa "categorical"
a “categorical”
determination
policy constitutes
determination
that that

2
2

When Exemption
1974, a
When
Exemption 7(A)
7(A) was
wasfirst
first added
added to
to the
the FOIA in 1974,
federal
disclosure of
law
federal agency
agencywas
wasrequired
requiredtoto establish
establish that
that disclosure
of aa law
enforcement
withenforcement
enforcement proceedings.
proceedings. 5
enforcement record
record “would”
"would" interfere with
U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(A) (1976).
Congress amended
1986, Congress
amended Exemption
(1976). In
In 1986,
7(A)
that
a
federal
agency
that release
release of the
(A)
to
require
that
a
federal
agency
establish
only
that
7
record
“could reasonably
reasonably be
record or information "could
be expected”
expected"totointerfere
interfere with
with
enforcement
of 1986,
1986,
enforcement proceedings.
proceedings.Freedom
FreedomofofInformation
Information Reform Act of
Pub.
No. 99-570,
99-570, § 1802, 100
100 Stat. 3207-48.
3207-48. That
That amendment and
Pub. L. No.
similar
amendments to
to some
some of the other
other law
lawenforcement
enforcement exemptions
exemptions
similar amendments
were
the degree
degree of
of harm
harm from
fromdisclosure
disclosure
were intended
intended to
to “clarify
"clarify the
of risk of
which must be
be shown
shown to justify
justify withholding
withholdingrecords."
records.”S.
S.Rep.
Rep. No.
No. 221,
221,
98th Cong.,
Cong., 1st
1st Sess.
Sess. 23 (1983).
“recognizes the
(1983). The amended
amended standard "recognizes
lack of certainty in attempting
attempting to
to predict
predict harm,
harm, but
but requires
requires aa standard
of reasonableness
process, based
at 24.
reasonableness in
in that
that process,
based on
onan
an objective
objective test.”
test." Id.
Id. at
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3
Exemption 7(A) applies to such information.3
information. ATF relies on
Congress’s
Exemption 7(A),
7(A),see
see
Congress's 1986
1986 amendment
amendment of
of FOIA Exemption
note
as a validation
validation of
of its
itsexpansive
expansive view
view of
of its
its
note 2, supra, as
“categorical”
claim
of
exemption.
Pet.
Br.
36-37.
ATF
also
"categorical"
exemption.
Br. 36-37.
also
claims (Pet. Br. 35-36)
its "categorical"
“categorical” exemption
exemption is
35-36) that
that its
in Robbins
TreTire
akin to
to the
thesort
sortapproved
approvedby
bythe
theCourt
Court
in Robbins
under Exemption 7(A)
7(A) (statements
(statements of
of witnesses
witnesses whom the
agency
an upcoming
upcoming hearing),
hearing), and
and in
in
agency intended
intended to
to call at an
United States
States Department of
of Justice
Justice v.
v. Reporters
Reporters Committee, 489
489 U.S.
U.S. 749
749 (1989),
(1989), under
under Exemption
Exemption 7(C)
7(C) (criminal
(criminal
tee,
"rap sheets").
“rap
sheets”).
This Court
Courtwas
waspresented
presentedwith,
with,
unanimously
andand
unanimously
rejected, aa strikingly
advanced
rejected,
strikinglysimilar
similarargument
argument
advancedbybythe
the
federal government in
in United
United States
States Department
Department of Justice
v.
Landano, 508
U.S. 165
(1993). Landano "concern[ed]
“concern[ed]
508 U.S.
165 (1993).
v. Landano,
that the
the evidentiary showing that
the Government
Government must make"
make”
to establish
establish the
theapplicability
applicability
FOIA
Exemption 7(D),
of of
FOIA
Exemption
7(D),
the law
lawenforcement
enforcementexemption
exemptiongoverning
governing
confidential
confidential

3 All
All of
of the
the information
information in
in the
the Tace
TraceDatabase
Database is withheld
withheld by
by ATF
ATF
under Exemption 7(A) for at
at least
least one
one year after
after the
the trace
trace is
is requested.
requested.
J.A. 32-33.
32-33.
J.A.
3

nine data
data elements
elements in
in the
the Trace
Trace Database
Database for five
ATF withholds nine
agency that
years under Exemption 7(A): (1) the code
codethat
that identifies
identifies the agency
that
requested
assistance from ATF;
ATF; (2)
the requesting
requesting agency's
agency’s
(2) the
requested tracing
tracing assistance
name;
requesting agency's
agency’s city; (4) the
the requesting
requesting agency's
agency’s zip
name; (3)
(3) the requesting
code; (5)
the serial
serial number
number of
of the
the firearm;
firearm; (6)
importer of
of the
the
(5) the
(6) the
the importer
firearm; (7)
fullnumber
number that
thatidentifies
identifieseach
eachfederally
federallylicensed
licensed
(7) the full
firearm dealer;
dealer; (8)
any "invalid
“invalid dealer
dealer number"
number” which
which identifies
identifies a
a
(8) any
governmental firearm
firearmdealer
dealerwho
whoneed
need not
not be
be licensed;
licensed; and (9) the date
of the retail
purchase of
of the
the firearm.
firearm.J.A.
J.A.34
34&&n.2,
n.2,35-39,
35-39, 41-44.
41-44.
retail purchase
additional data
data elements
elements in
in the
theTrace
Trace Database
Database for
ATF withholds additional
five years
years under
also withholds
on
under Exemption
Exemption 7(A)
7(A)that
that itit also
withholds indefinitely on
privacy grounds under Exemption 7(C).
7(C). With regard
regard to
to the
the person
person who
possessed
time ititwas
wasrecovered,
recovered, his
hisassociates,
associates, and
possessedthe
thefirearm
firearm at
at the time
the retail
retail purchaser
purchaser of the
the firearm,
firearm, the
the data
data withheld
withheldconsists
consists of
of 11
11
elements comprising the person's
person’s name
n.6,
name and address.
address. Id.
Id. at 40-41 & n.6,
45-46 &
n.9. With
With regard
regard to
to the
thelocation
location where
where the
the firearm
firearm was
was
& n.9.
recovered,
recovered, seven
sevenelements
elementscomprising
comprisingthe
theaddress
addressare
arewithheld.
withheld. Id.
Id. at
39-40 & n.5.
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sources.
issue here,
here, and
and ExempExempsources.Like
Like Exemption
Exemption 7(A)
7(A) at issue
tion 7(C)
7(C) at
at issue
issue in
in Reporters
Reporters Committee, Exemption 7(D)
had
been amended
amended in
in 1986
1986 totorequire
requirethat
that
federal
had been
thethe
federal
agency demonstrate
demonstrate that
that disclosure
agency
disclosure "could
“could reasonably
reasonably be
be
expected"to
to cause
causethe
theharm
harm identified
identified in the
expected”
the exemption.
exemption.
The United
history
and
The
United States
States relied
reliedon
onthat
thatlegislative
legislative
history
and
the decisions
decisions in Robbins Tre
Tire and
andReporters
Reporters Committee
Committee to
claim aablanket
blanket
confidential
source
exemption
confdential
source
exemption
underunder
Exemption 7(D) for
for records
recordspertaining
pertainingto to
anyone
anyone
whowho
provided information to
thethe
course
of aof a
provided
tothe
theFBI
FBIduring
during
course
criminal investigation.
criminal
investigation.See
See United
UnitedStates
States Dept
Dep’t of
of Justice
Justice v.
v.
Landano, No. 91-2054
(O.T.
1992),
Brief
for
Petitioners
at
91-2054 (O.T 1992), Brief for Petitioners
23-24, 34 (Feb. 1993).
1993). The
The Court
Court rejected
rejected that
that claim, and
in doing
doing so
so addressed
addressed the proper application
application of
of Reporters
Reporters
Committee, as
as well
well as
as the
the relevance
relevance of
of the
the 1986
1986 statutory
statutory
Committee,
amendment.
The
Court found
foundthat
thatthe
the
legislative
history
of the
The Court
legislative
history
of the
1986
“no persuasive
1986 amendment
amendment to
to Exemption 7(D) offered "no
evidence that
that Congress
Congressintended
intended for
for the
the [FBI]
[FBI] to
evidence
to be
be able to
asserting
satisfy its
its burden
burdenininevery
everyinstance
instancesimply
simplybyby
asserting
that aasource
during
the the
that
source communicated
communicated with
withthe
the[FBI]
[FBI]
during
course
investigation.” Landano,
Landano, 508
508 U.S. at
course of
of aa criminal
criminal investigation."
178. And
And the
the Court explained that,
178.
that, in
inReporters
Reporters CommitCommittee,
had upheld
upheld the
thecategorical
categorical exemption
exemption from
from disclodisclotee, itit had
sure of
sure
of "rap
“rapsheet"
sheet”information
informationbecause
because"the
“therelease
releaseofof
such information
met
the the
Exemption
such
information invariably"
invariably”
met
Exemption 7(C)
7(C)
U.S. at 177. The
The Court thus concluded
standard. 508 U.S.
concluded that,
in order
order to
to support
support such
such aa categorical
categorical exemption, a federal
agencyhas
hasto
to identify
identify “certain
"certain circumstances"
that "charagency
circumstances” that
“characteristically support"
support” the
theinference
inferencethat
that
agency
thethe
agency
is is
claiming. Ibid.
Ibid. The
The Court
Courtnoted
notedthat
thatcircumstances
circumstancessuch
such
as the
the character
character of
of the crime, and the source's
relation to
as
source’s relation
could be
be relevant
relevant to
to justifying
justifying a more
the crime, could
more narrowly
defined category.
category. What
What Landano demands,
however, is
is a
defined
demands, however,
“particularized”
showing by a federal
federal agency
agency that certain
certain
"particularized" showing
identified circumstances
circumstances characteristically
characteristicallysupport
support
thethe
inference drawn
drawn by the
inference
the agency
agency with
with regard
regard to
toparticular
particular
types of
of information
information being
by aa FOIA
FOIA
being categorically covered
covered by
law enforcement exemption. Id.
at 180.
180.
Id. at
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The
repeatedly relies (Pet.
(Pet. Br.
The opinion on which ATF repeatedly
37, 48),
Crooker v.
of Alcohol,
Alcohol, Tobacco
Tobacco and Fire48), Crooker
v. Bureau of
contrary.
arms, 789 F.2d
F.2d 64
64 (D.C.
(D.C. Cir.
Cir. 1986),
1986), is
is not to the contrary.
Crooker recognized
Crooker
recognized that aacategorical
categoricalexemption
exemptionclaim
claim
(which ititdescribed
(which
described as
as "generic")
“generic”) was
waspermissible
permissibleunder
under
Robbins
Robbins Tre
Tire but,
but,presaging
presagingLandano,
Landano,emphasized
emphasizedthat
that
such
exemption is distinct
distinct from
fromaablanket
blanketexemption.
exemption.
such an
an exemption
that, "[i]f
The court made clear that,
“[i]fthe
thegovernment
governmentchooses
chooses to
rely on
ongeneric
genericdeterminations,
determinations,
definitions
its its
definitions
of theof the
be be
sufficiently
relevant categories
categories ofofdocuments
documentsmust
must
sufficiently
each. ...
of
distinct to
to allow
allow aa court
court to
to grasp
grasp `how
‘how each
. . category
category of
documents,ifif disclosed,
disclosed,would
wouldinterfere
interfere with
with the
documents,
the investiinvestigation.' The hallmark
gation.’
hallmarkof
ofan
anacceptable
acceptable Robbins
Robbins category is
thus that
thatititis is
functional;
it allows
to trace
a
functional;
it allows
the the
courtcourt
to trace
a
rational link
linkbetween
between the
the nature
nature of
of the
the document
document and the
alleged likely
likely interference."
F2d at
alleged
interference.” 789 F.2d
at 67
67 (quoting
(quoting CampCampbell v. Department of
of Health
Health & Human
Servs,
682
F2d
Human Servs,
F.2d 256
256
(D.C.
appeals ruled that
thatATF's
ATF’s
(D.C. Cir. 1982)).
1982)). The
The court
court of appeals
showing
that case
case was
was inadequate
inadequate because
because it
had not
not
showing in that
it had
made aa presentation
presentation that
that would allow
made
allow aa court
court "to
“to comprecomprehend
each withheld
withheld document
document or
orcategory
categoryofofdocudocuhend how each
ments, ififdisclosed,
interfere
withwith
an ongoing
ments,
disclosed,would
would
interfere
an ongoing
investigation." Ibid.
investigation.”
it is
In sum, it
is clear
clear that
that ATF's
ATF’s labeling
labeling of
of its
its policy
policy as
as a
"categorical" determination
insulate
it from
“categorical”
determination does
doesnot
not
insulate
it from
4
scrutiny under
scrutiny
under the
theFOIA
FOIAexemption
exemptionstandards.4
standards.
3. Landano's
3.
Landano’s requirement
requirement that
thatcategorical
categorical
claims
claims
be tailored
under the FOIA's
FOIA’s law
law enforcement
enforcement exemptions
exemptions be
to particular
particularcircumstances
circumstancesand
andsupported
supportedbyby
evidence
evidence
that
indicatesdisclosure
disclosurewould
wouldcharacteristically
characteristically
cause
that indicates
cause
4

Also, as
as in
inLandano,
Landano, regardless
regardless of whatever
whatever force
' Also,
force there
there is
is to
ATF ’s policy
policy arguments
arguments against
free to
ATF's
against disclosure,
disclosure,the
the Court
Court is
is “not
"not free
engraft
[a federal
federal agency's]
agency’s] policy choice
choice onto
thatCongress
Congress
engraft [a
onto the
the statute that
passed.”
is
passed."Landano,
Landano,508
508U.S.
U.S.atat181.
181.The
Thewisdom
wisdomofofthat
that limitation
limitation is
particularly
apparent here,
here, where
where Congress
Congress has
has responded
responded to
particularly apparent
to law
enforcement
is
enforcementconcerns
concernsabout
aboutFOIA
FOIAexemptions
exemptionsininthe
the past
past and
and is
currently
consideringvarious
variousreform
reformproposals.
proposals.See
See Pet.
Pet. Br.
Br. 38-39
38-39 n.20.
n.20.
currently considering
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provision of
of
the claimed harm, is reinforced
reinforced by a separate
separate provision
the FOIA
FOIA regarding
regardinginterference
interferencewith
with
enforcement
proenforcement
proceedings. Congress
Congressmade
madeclear
clear in
in Section
ceedings.
Section 552(c)(1)
552(c)(1) that,
before the
the existence
existence of
of law
law enforcement
enforcement records
recordspertaining
pertaining
before
thethe
basis
to aa criminal
criminalinvestigation
investigationcan
canbe
bewithheld
withheldonon
basis
that disclosure
that
disclosure would
would reveal
reveal the
the pendency
pendency of an investigabelieve" that
that
tion or
or proceeding,
proceeding, there must be
be "reason
“reason to believe”
"the subject of the investigation
investigation or
“the
or proceeding
proceeding is not aware
552(c)(1)(B)(i). Congress
of its
of
its pendency."
pendency.” 5 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 552(c)(1)(B)(i).
Congress also
specified that
that a federal agency
may continue
continue to withhold
specified
agency may
withhold
such information only
such
only during
during"such
“such time
timeas
asthat
thatcircumcircumstance continues,”
continues," i.e.,
i.e., so
so long
long as
asthe
the subject
subject is
is unaware
unaware of
of
stance
the pendency
pendency ofofthe
theinvestigation
investigation
or proceeding,
or proceeding,
and and
disclosure could
could reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expectedtotointerfere
interfere with
with
disclosure
proceedings. Ibid.
Ibid.
enforcement proceedings.
In light
lightof
of that
thatneighboring
neighboring provision,
provision, Exemption
Exemption 7(A)
7(A)
cannot
cannot be
be read
read to
to allow
allow aa blanket
blanket exemption
exemption for
for aa variety
of
types of
ofinformation,
information,without
without
regard
to whether
of types
regard
to whether
an an
seepage
page16,
16,infra,
infra, or
or whether
whether the
investigation is
is closed,
closed, see
subject
is is
information relates
relates to
totraces
tracesabout
aboutwhich
whichthe
the
subject
aware, e.g.,
investigation
is ais a
aware,
e.g., when the
the subject
subjectofofthe
the
investigation
dealer
dealer who
who already
already has
has been
been informed
informed of
of the
the trace
trace of
of the
firearms involved,
involved,see
seepages
pages 16-17,
infra. That
Thatmore
more
16-17, infra.
specifc provision also
undermines ATF’s
ATF's policy
policy that
that it
it can
specific
also undermines
can
to to
rely on
on concern
concern about
aboutdisclosure
disclosureofofananinvestigation
investigation
continue to withhold
years,
without
continue
withholdinformation
informationfor
forfvefive
years,
without
regard to whether
whether the
the circumstances
circumstances regarding
regarding awareness
awareness
of the trace
trace have
have changed.
changed.

To To
Establish
ThatThat
The Various
B. ATF
ATFFailed
Failed
Establish
The Various
Types OfOf
Trace
Database
Information
Types
Trace
Database
Information
WithheldUnder
Under
Exemption 7(A) Could
Could
Withheld
Exemption
Characteristically Be Expected
To InterCharacteristically
Be Expected
To Interfere
With
Enforcement
Proceedings
If
fere With
Enforcement
Proceedings
If
Disclosed
In
Less
Than
Five
Years
Disclosed In Less Than Five Years
1. Congress
Congress made
madeunambiguously
unambiguouslyclear
clear that,
that, under
1.
onon
thethe
agency
to sustain
its its
the FOIA,
FOIA, "the
“theburden
burdenis is
agency
to sustain
action" of
action”
of withholding
withholdingrecords
recordsororinformation.
information. 5 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
§§ 552(a)(4)(B).
States claims
claims that
thatATF
ATFmet
met
552(a)(4)(B).The
The United
United States
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that burden
that
burden through
through the
the submission
submission of
of a declaration by an
ATF official that
ATF's withholdthat sets
sets forth
forth the
the reasons
reasons for ATF’s
ing policies.
policies. ATF's
ATF’sprincipal
principalargument
argument
withholding
for for
withholding
information
under Exemption
Exemption 7(A)
7(A) the
thevarious
varioustypes
typesof of
information
requested relating to
manufacturers,
requested
toparticular
particularfrearm
firearm
manufacturers,
wholesalers, retailers,
purchasers,
requesting
wholesalers,
retailers,retail
retail
purchasers,
requesting
agencies,
firearmsrecovery
recoveryisisthat
that
discloagencies,firearms,
frearms, and frearms
disclosure
of the
theexistence
existenceofofthe
the
trace
could
reasonably
sure of
trace
could
reasonably
be be
expectedto
tointerfere
interfere with
with whatever ongoing investigations
expected
5

there
may be
be related
relatedto
toaatrace.
trace.See
See Pet.
Pet.Br.
Br.38,
38,41,
41,42.5
42.
there may
But ATF's
ATF’s showing
showing falls
fallsfar
farshort
shortofofFOIAs
FOIA’s
requirerequirement that
that aa claim
claimof
ofaacategorical
categorical exemption
exemption be
be supported
particularized showing
by a particularized
showing that
that each
each of the various
various types
types
of information
characteristically
be exof
informationwithheld
withheldcould
could
characteristically
be expected to
to interfere
pected
interfere with
withenforcement
enforcementproceedings
proceedings ififdisdisclosed. See
SeeLandano,
Landano,508
508U.S.
U.S.at
at 175-176.
175-176.Allowing
Allowing ATF
ATF to
closed.
avoid
avoid such
such aa showing
showingin
in this
this case
caseexacts
exactsaasignificant
signifcant toll
toll
on
public interest
interestbecause
because amici
amicicities
citiesand
andcounties
counties
on the public
and their
from
assessing
thethe
and
theirtaxpayers
taxpayersare
areprevented
prevented
from
assessing
effectiveness of
of ATF’s
ATF's law enforcement
effectiveness
enforcement strategies regardviolence in
in their
their communities.
ing gun violence
of why disclosure of the
There are numerous examples of
various types
withheld
types ofofTrace
TraceDatabase
Databaseinformation
information
withheld
could not characteristically be
could
be expected
expected to interfere
interfere with
with
enforcement proceedings
proceedingsas
asATF
ATFclaims
claimsincluding,
including, but
any enforcement
limited to,
not limited
to, the following.
a. First,
is not
reasonable
to to
infer
from
the the
facts
a.
First,it it
is not
reasonable
infer
from
facts
set
forth by
byATF
ATFthat
thatdisclosure
disclosureofofany
any
withheld
set forth
of of
thethe
withheld
information would
would allow
allowaatarget
targetofofanan
investigation,
investigation,
or or

5 The
The federal
federal government
government appears,
appears, in
essence, to
be seeking
seeking
in essence,
to be
deference
See Pet.
Pet. Br.
Br. 55 n.4,
n.4, 34-35,
34-35,
deference to
to the
the declaration
declaration of an ATF official.
oficial. See
40-46, 49;
J.A. 18-58.
same declaration
declaration also
also justified
justified the
the
49; J.A.
18-58. But
But that same
withholding of all
all Multiple
MultipleSales
Sales Database
Database information for
for two
two years
years
under Exemption 7(A), see
see J.A.
J.A.47-49,
47-49,and
andthe
thewithholding
withholding of
of aa variety
variety
of names
names and addresses
addresses indefinitely
Exemption 6.
6. See
See J.A. 57.
57.
indefinitely under Exemption
States no longer advances
advances either
Court.
The United States
either argument
argument in
in this Court.
See Pet.
at 20
20 n.11.
See
Pet. 34
34 n.17;
n.17; id.
id. at
5
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anyone
else, to
to learn
learnthat
that
a criminal
investigation
is
anyone else,
a criminal
investigation
is
pending
particularfirearm.
firearm.The
The
TraceDataDatapending involving aa particular
Trace
base
fact that
thataatrace
traceofofa afirearm
firearm
was
base reflects
reflects only
only the fact
was
conducted–- a standard operating
with respect
conducted
operating procedure
procedure with
respect
to all crime
crime guns in many
many jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, including
includingChicago,
Chicago,
and in
in all jurisdictions
and
jurisdictions that
thatjoin
joincertain
certaininitiatives
initiativesofofATF.
ATF.
See,e.g.,
e.g.,J.A.
J.A.27.
27.The
TheTrace
TraceDatabase
Databaseinformation
information does not
See,
indicate "whom
“whomlaw
law
enforcement
is investigating,
enforcement
is investigating,
or or
whether an
an investigation
investigation ofofany
anytype
typeis is
ongoingoror
conongoing
contemplated with
respect to a particular
person or a particuwith respect
particular person
lar
gun.” J.A.
J.A. 84;
84; see
see id.
lar gun."
id. at 86, 88. Indeed,
Indeed, ATF
ATF states
states that
that
inadequate
to allow
ATF,ATF,
the database
database information
informationisis
inadequate
to allow
itself, to determine what traces
traces relate
relate to
to firearms
frearms involved
in pending
pending criminal
criminalinvestigations
investigations
becauseATF
ATF
is not
because
is not
informed about the
the status
statusofofinvestigations
investigationsbybylocal
locallaw
law
enforcement agencies. J.A.
J.A. 24-25,
24-25, 29.
Moreover,
even ififone
onecould
couldinfer
infer
the trace
Moreover, even
fromfrom
the trace
information that
thata acriminal
criminal
investigation
pending,
investigation
waswas
pending,
ATF's
doesnot
notsupport
support its
its withholding of
ATF’s evidence
evidence does
of all
allofof
that
the information
information at
atissue.
issue. ATF's
ATF’s evidence
evidence establishes
establishes that
approximately twenty-five percent
approximately
percent of
of the
the traces
traces included
included
in the
the database
database were
were requested
requested by ATF itself.
itself. Pet.
Pet. Br.
Br.77
(920,655out
out of
ofthe
the approximately
approximately 1.2
1.2million
million traces
traces in
in the
(920,655
Trace
Database were
requested by state
state and
andlocal
locallaw
law
Trace Database
were requested
enforcement agencies).
Whether those
enforcement
agencies). Whether
those federal
federalmatters
matters
150-151. That
have been
have
been closed
closed is known
known totoATF.
ATF.J.A.
J.A. 150-151.
category of
forthwith
category
of closed
closed cases
cases could
couldbebedisclosed
disclosed
forthwith
without raising
without
raisingany
anyconcern
concern whatsoever
whatsoever about interference
with enforcement
with
enforcement proceedings.
proceedings.
withholding
of all
b. Similarly,
Similarly,ATF's
ATF’s
withholding
of information
all information
identifying
firearmmanufacturers,
manufacturers,
importers,
wholesalidentifying frearm
importers,
wholesalers,
inall
allcircumstances
circumstancesisisnot
notjustified
justified
ers, and
and retailers in
onon
this record.
record. Those
Those entities
by ATF of the
entities are
are all informed by
existence of
of aa trace
trace during
during the course of
of the trace and ATF
existence
does not claim
such
businesses
must
keepkeep
that that
does
claimthat
that
such
businesses
must
171-172, 212. Therefore,
knowledge confidential.
confidential. J.A. 88,
knowledge
88, 171-172,
ATF’s disclosure
disclosure to the
thepublic
publicofofthethe
same
information
ATF's
same
information
cannot
with enforceenforcecannot reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expectedto
to interfere
interfere with
ment
proceedings.
ment proceedings.
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The
exception to
practice of notifying
notifying retail
retail
The only exception
to that
that practice
dealers
when aa trace
trace has
has been
been labeled
labeled "do
“do
dealers apparently
apparently is when
"alerts ATF
ATF that
that in conducting
not contact."
contact.” That code
code “alerts
conducting the
trace ititshould
particular
retail
dealer
to to
trace
shouldnot
notcontact
contacta a
particular
retail
dealer
advise that
recently
soldsold
is being
traced
advise
that aafirearm
firearmhehe
recently
is being
traced
because,inter
inter alia,
alia, the dealer
because,
dealer may
may be
be suspected
suspected of being
involved
criminalactivity."
activity.”Pet.
Pet.Br.
Br. 35
n.18. Although
35 n.18.
involved in criminal
such
may support
supportan
anappropriately
appropriatelytailored
tailored
such information may
6
categorical
categorical exemption, see
seepage
page22,
22,infra,
infra,' respondent
respondent City
City
Chicago does
doesnot
not seek
seekany
any“do
"donot
not contact”
contact" information
information
of Chicago
in recognition
recognition of the legitimate
legitimate law
lawenforcement
enforcement interests
at issue
issue in
in avoiding
avoiding interference
interference with
withsuch
suchmatters.
matters.See
See
J.A. 215;
see
also
J.A.
89-90
(discussing
another
code
ATF
215; see also J.A.
another code
uses
needstotoprotect
protect
against
specific
dealers
uses when ititneeds
against
specific
dealers
(discussing method
learning of
of aagun
guntrace);
trace);J.A.
J.A. 90-91 (discussing
that ATF
that
ATF uses
uses to ensure
ensure that
that the
thedatabase
database does
does not reveal
the identity
identityof
ofthe
thelaw
lawenforcement
enforcementagency
agency that
thatrequests
requests
"particularly sensitive"
“particularly
sensitive”traces).
traces).
c. Consider
Consider next
next the duration
c.
duration of
ofATF's
ATF’swithholding
withholding
policy of
policy
of Trace
Trace Database
Database information
informationunder
underExemption
Exemption
government
defends
7(A).
Throughout its
itsbrief,
brief,the
the
government
defendsthethe
7(A). Throughout
withholding of
of the
the Trace
Trace Database
Database information
information by relying
examples of
ofwhat
what could
could happen
happenifif the
the information
information were
on examples
released
the trace
traceitself
itselfbeing
being
released contemporaneously
contemporaneouslywith
with the
conductedor
orduring
during the
the very
very initial
initial steps
conducted
steps of
of an
an investigainvestigation.
See, e.g.,
e.g., Pet. Br. 18,
does not
tion. See,
18, 41,
41, 43-44.
43-44. It
It does
not present an
that would
inference that
that
argument that
would reasonably
reasonably support an inference
the disclosure
disclosure of any of
of the
the various
varioustypes
typesofofinformation
information
could reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expectedtotointerfere
interfere with
with an
could
an enforceenforcement proceeding
proceeding ifif released
released four
fouryears,
years,ororeven
eventwo
two
or or
years, after
after the trace
trace is
is initiated.
initiated.
three years,
6

some instances
instances where
dealers are
aware of gun
where the
the dealers
are already
already aware
6 In some
traces
then lead
lead to
to an
an investigation,
investigation, ATF
ATF continues
continues to
inform
traces that
that then
to inform
dealers
so as
avoid raising suspicion
suspicion by the dealer
dealer
dealers of
of future
future traces so
as to avoid
that
he is
is under
under investigation.
investigation.J.A.
J.A.89.
89. Release
Release of
that he
of information
information about the
existence of
reasonably be
be
of such
such aa trace
trace in those circumstances could not reasonably
expected
withany
anyenforcement
enforcementproceedings.
proceedings.
expected to
to interfere
interfere with
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ATF’s own
own evidence
evidence indicated
indicatedonly
only
that
“firearms
ATF's
that
"firearms
traces may take many weeks
traces
weeks or months to
to complete,"
complete,” and
did not suggest
suggest that aa trace
trace could
could take
take even
even as long as a
year.
J.A. 33.
33. Rather,
Rather, ATF’s
ATF's evidence
evidenceconfirms
confrms that traces
year. J.A.
traces
are completed
completed well
well within
within one
are
one year.
year. According to ATF, the
delay caused
by its
delay
caused by
its one-year
one-year withholding
withholdingperiod
periodfor
forthe
the
rest of
of the
theTrace
TraceDatabase
Databaseinformation
information"allows
“allowslaw
law
en-enforcement personnel
personnel sufficient
sufficient time to complete
forcement
complete the trace
process."
J.A.
33;
see
J.A.
process.”
see
21
law requires
requiresthat
that
21 (federal law
dealers respond
respondwithin
within 24 hours to trace
federally licensed dealers
inquiries
about crime
crime guns).
guns).
inquiries about
ATF’s only
onlyjustifcation
justification
withholding
additional
ATF's
for for
withholding
additional
for another four
information in
in that
thatsame
same Trace
Trace Database
Database for
years is that
that members
use itit
members of the public would be able to use
law
to "trace
“trace firearms
firearms used
used in
incrimes
crimesand
andinterfere
interferewith
with
law
enforcement investigations.”
investigations." J.A. 34.
enforcement
thatargument
argument
34. But that
rests
on an
anunspoken
unspokenassumption
assumption
investigations
rests on
thatthat
investigations
relating to
totraces
tracesmay
maycontinue
continueforfor
another
four
years.
another
four
years.
ATF states,
the the
"one-year
withholding
states,however,
however,that
that
“one-year
withholding
period for all
period
all trace
trace data
data also
also protects
protects against the possibilpossibility of
ity
of interference
interference with
witha arecently-opened
recently-openedinvestigation."
investigation.”
J.A. 33.
Moreover, ATF
that its
itstwo-year
two-yearwithwith33. Moreover,
ATF explains
explains that
holding policy
policy regarding
regardingthe
the
Multiple
Sales
Database
Multiple
Sales
Database
provides an adequate
adequate “cushion”
"cushion"to
to protect
protect against
against interferinterferprovides
encewith
with “trafficking-related
"traffcking-related investigations"
ence
investigations”or
orstudies
studies of
of
"multiple sales
“multiple
sales patterns"
patterns”among
among licensed
licensed dealers.
dealers. J.A.
J.A. 48.
48.
And ATF
ATF explains
explains that
that investigations involving the MultiMultiple Sales
Sales Database
Database "require
“require more
more time
timetotodevelop
developthan
than
investigations concerning
concerning a trace."
trace.” J.A.
J.A. 48
48 n.12
n.12 (emphasis
(emphasis
added).
provides no
no explanation
explanationasasto to
why
FOIA
ATF provides
why
the the
FOIA
would allow the
the remainder
remainderofofthe
theTrace
TraceDatabase
Databasetotobebe
withheld for
for another
another three
three or
ormore
more years
years despite
despite the
the fact
fact
that, according
according to
to ATF's
ATF’sown
ownevidence,
evidence,traces
tracesare
arecomcompleted within
within one
pleted
one year
year and
and adequate
adequate time
time has
has elapsed
elapsed to
investigations before
of
allow completion of related investigations
before the end of
two years.
years. Cf
Cf. J.A.
J.A.34,
34, 170
blanket fvefive170 (explaining
(explaining that blanket
withholding is
is consistent
consistent with
withthe
thestatute
statuteofoflimitalimitayear withholding
tions for the
the Gun
Gun Control
ControlAct).
Act). Thus,
Thus, ATF's
ATF’sshowing
showing does
does
that it
it would
not demonstrate
demonstrate that
would be
be fair
fair to
to infer
inferthat
thatrelease
release
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of
Trace Database
Database information
of the remainder of the Trace
information after
two, three,
three, or
orfour
fouryears
yearscould
couldcharacteristically
characteristically
bebe
ex-expected
interferewith
with
enforcement
proceedings.
The
pected to interfere
enforcement
proceedings.
The
unduly broad
of ATF’s
ATF's five-year
five-year policy
policy for
for withholdwithholdunduly
broad sweep
sweep of
ing Trace
Trace Database
Database information
informationunder
underExemption
Exemption 7(A)
7(A)
appears even
evenmore
moreunreasonable
unreasonableininlight
light of
of the
the fact that
appears
that
the United
United States
States is
is no
nolonger
longerdefending
defending ATF's
ATF’spolicy
policyofof
withholding information
informationininthe
the
Multiple
Sales
Database
Multiple
Sales
Database
for two years
years under
under Exemption
Exemption 7(A).
7(A). See
See Pet. Br. 34
34 n.17.
n.17.
The latter
leads for
for investiThe
latter database
database no
no doubt
doubt generates
generates leads
gations that
that are
gations
are more
more complex
complex and attenuated than
than those
those
involving
a a
related to traces
traces where
where the
the criminal
criminalactivity
activity
involving
gun has already
been
uncovered.
already been uncovered.
it does
notnot
maintain
thethe
d. ATF
ATFalso
alsoclaims
claimsthat,
that,if if
it does
maintain
enforceconfidentiality of
of trace
tracerequests
requestsfrom
fromlocal
locallaw
law
enforcement agencies,
agencies, including the
theidentify
identifyof of
requesting
thethe
requesting
agency which
which ATF
ATF withholds for
agency
for five
fiveyears,
years,such
such agencies
agencies
will
no longer
longer request
request traces.
traces. J.A.
J.A. 46.
46. But
ButATF
ATFproffered
proffered
will no
only unsworn
unsworn letters
lettersregarding
regardingconcern
concernbybymembers
membersof of
certain organizations with
with law
lawenforcement
enforcement memberships
memberships
that made
that
made conclusory
conclusory claims
claims ofofpossible
possibleharm.
harm.ResponResponsubmitted sworn declarations from several
dent, however,
however, submitted
several
law enforcement
enforcement officers
officersofofmajor
major
metropolitan
police
metropolitan
police
departments
to the
thefact
factthat
that
disclosure
departments attesting to
disclosure
of of
thethe
requested database
databaseinformation
information would
would not
not interfere with
requested
with
enforcement proceedings,
proceedings,thereby
thereby undermining
undermining the
enforcement
the reareasonablenessofof petitioner’s
petitioner's unsupported
sonableness
unsupported assumptions
assumptions or
or
inferences
thecontrary.
contrary.See
SeeJ.A.
J.A. 62 (declaration
of
inferences to the
(declaration of
Police Department)
Department) (“it
("it
Deputy Superintendent of Chicago
Chicago Police
is diffcult
difficulttotoimagine
imaginea scenario
a scenariowhere
wherethe
the
disclosureofof
disclosure
the raw
raw data
dataitself
itselfconcerning
concerningwhat
whatcompanies
companiessold
soldthe
the
purchase
from
gun and what
what individual
individualmade
madethe
theinitial
initial
purchase
from
dealer would
would threaten
threaten our investigation”);
investigation"); ibid.
which gun dealer
(noting that such information is frequently
frequently provided
provided to the
press
with no
no adverse
adverse
press “in
"in the immediate wake of a crime with
consequences"); J.A. 66
consequences”);
(declaration of
of Camden
Camden County
County
66 (declaration
(release of database
Prosecutor) (release
database information,
information,including
including
data accumulated
accumulated based
based on Camden
Camden County's
County’s inquiries,
inquiries,
will not
thethe
will
not"impede
“impedeongoing
ongoing criminal
criminalinvestigations"
investigations”inin
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county); J.A. 69 (declaration of Deputy Chief of Headquarters Bureau,
Bureau, City
CityofofDetroit
Detroit
Police
Department)
(public
Police
Department)
(public
release
“unlikely to
tocause
cause interinterrelease of
of database
database information
information "unlikely
ference with
with law
ference
law enforcement
enforcement activities");
activities”); J.A.
J.A. 110
110 (decla(declaCommissioners
ration of
ofPresident,
President,Board
BoardofofPolice
Police
Commissionersforfor
(release of
of ATF database
City of
of St.
St.Louis)
Louis) (release
database information
“unlikely
causeinterference
interference
law enforcement
"unlikely totocause
withwith
law enforcement
activities”).
activities").
Respondent also
also submitted
submitted evidence
evidence that
that past discloRespondent
disclosures of
of ATF’s
ATF's Trace
Trace Database
Databaseinformation
information had
had not
not intersures
fered
with
enforcement
proceedings.
See J.A. 79
fered with
enforcement
proceedings.
See J.A.
(identifying ATF's
of all
all of its gun trace
(identifying
ATF’s specific
specific disclosure
disclosure of
metropolitan
newspaper
whichwhich
information totomajor
major
metropolitan
newspaper
"agreed to
to enter
intointo
a computer
“agreed
enter all
allofofthe
theinformation
information
a computer
database
use”); J.A.
J.A. 76-77,
76-77, 93-101
93-101 (describing
(describing
database for
for ATF to use");
release
database to petitioner's
petitioner’s amicus
amicus without
without
release of
of entire database
adverse effect
effect on enforcement
adverse
enforcement proceedings);
proceedings); J.A. 84 (de(describing
unusualnine-year
nine-year
investigation
of firearms
scribing unusual
investigation
of frearms
trafficking that
notnot
adversely
affected
by ATF's
trafficking
thatwas
was
adversely
affected
by ATF’s
disclosure of trace
(describing other
disclosure
tracedata);
data);J.A.
J.A. 86-87 (describing
other
complicated investigations
investigations where release
release of
of trace
trace data
data did
complicated
Therefore, it
it
not interfere
interfere with
withenforcement
enforcement proceedings).
proceedings). Therefore,
is particularly
particularlyunreasonable
unreasonableand
and
contrary
to common
contrary
to common
sense
to insist
insistthat
that
it must
withhold,
for five
sense for
for ATF to
it must
withhold,
for fve
years,
thethe
agency
thatthat
re- reyears, any
any information
informationidentifying
identifying
agency
quests a trace, even that
that agency's
zip
code,
when
executive
agency’s
code,
officers of
of major local law
officers
law enforcement
enforcement departments made
made
clear,
disclosure of
clear, as
as declarants
declarantsbelow,
below that
that disclosure
of the
the raw data
involved in
in this
thiscase
case could
could not
notreasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expected to
interfere with
withtheir
their
enforcement
proceedings.
To the
enforcement
proceedings.
To the
contrary, disclosure
them
in in
contrary,
disclosure would
would significantly
significantlyassist
assist
them
7
their efforts
in their
their communities.'
their
efforts to
to curb gun violence
violence in
communities.
7

Norcan
can the
the United
UnitedStates
States invigorate
invigorate its
itsanemic
anemic evidence
evidence in
' Nor
in this
case
invocation (Pet.
(Pet. Br.
Br. 46)
memoranda of understanding
understanding
46) of memoranda
case by
by its invocation
between ATF
between
ATF and
and police
police departments
departmentsregarding
regardingthe
the confidentiality
confidentiality of
Database information,
information, all
which were
were entered
the
rTrace
ace Database
all of which
entered into
into after
afer the
T
district
court’s decision.
decision. Ibid.
Moreover, to the extent those cities’
district court's
Ibid. Moreover,
cities' entry
(Continued on following
following page)
page)
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2.
TheCourt
Courtfound
foundremarkably
remarkablysimilar
similar
claims
2. The
claims
to to
bebe
inadequate
in Landano.
Landano.For
Forexample,
example,thethe
argued
inadequate in
FBIFBI
argued
there that
thatExemption
Exemption 7(D)’s
protection ofofconfidential
confidential
7(D)'s protection
sourcesapplied
applied to
to all
all witnesses
witnesses who
who provided
provided information
information
sources
to the FBI
FBI during
during aa criminal
criminalinvestigation
investigation"because
“because of the
other
negative
attention
inherent
in in
risk of
ofreprisal
reprisaloror
other
negative
attention
inherent
criminal investigations,"
criminal
investigations,” even
even though "reprisal
“reprisal may
may not
not be
be
threatened
even likely in
in any
anygiven
givencase."
case.” 508
508 U.S.
U.S. at
at
threatened or even
176 (quoting
(quoting declaration
declaration of
of FBI Special
Agent). The
The Court
176
Special Agent).
recognized that
that "many,
recognized
“many, or even
even most,
most, individual
individualsources
sources
will expect
will
expect confidentiality"
confidentiality” when
when providing
providing information
informationto
to
thethe
government
could
the FBI,
FBI, but
butrefused
refusedtotohold
holdthat
that
government
could
categorically
all sources
sources of
of information
informationbecause
because
categorically withhold all
"the Government offer[ed] no explanation, other than
“the
than ease
ease
of
why that
thatexpectation
expectation should
should always
always be
be
of administration, why
presumed.”
at 176.
176.
presumed." Id. at
In addition,
addition, the
the Landano
Landano Court
Court specifcally
specificallyaddressed
addressed
FBI's invocation of
of Exemption
Exemption 7(D)
7(D) to
to justify
justify withholdthe FBI’s
assertionthat
that itit
ing of information
information based
based on the agency's
agency’s assertion
was "`convinced'
other
lawlaw
en- enwas
“ ‘convinced’ that
that the
thewillingness
willingnessof of
other
forcement agencies
agenciesto
to furnish
furnish information
forcement
information depends
depends on
on aa
‘traditional
understanding of confdentiality."'
confidentiality.’ ”508
508U.S.
U.S.at
at
`traditional understanding
176 (quoting
(quoting declaration
declaration of
of FBI Special
Agent). The
The Court
176
Special Agent).
found
that that
thatjustifcation
justification
even
“less
persuasive”
found that
waswas
even
"less
persuasive"
than the
the claimed
claimed inference
inference about
about all
all information
informationsources
sources
being at risk
that
there
being
riskofofreprisal.
reprisal.The
TheCourt
Courtindicated
indicated
that
there
was “no
"no argument ** *** *that
disclosure
would
was
that
disclosureordinarily
ordinarily
would
affect cooperating
cooperating agencies
agencies adversely
adversely or
or that
that the
affect
the agencies
agencies
be deterred
deterred from providing even
otherwise would be
even the most
in
such agreements was
encouraged by
in such
was actively encouraged
byATF
ATF in
in order to bolster
their
FOIAclaim,
claim,see
see Br.
Br. in
inOpp.
Opp.26
26n.11,
n.11,Congress
Congress previously
previously encounencountheir FOIA
tered
disapproved of
agency tactic to avoid
avoid the
the FOIA's
FOIA’s
tered and disapproved
of aa similar agency
disclosure requirements
requirements over
over30
30years
yearsago.
ago. See
See H.R. Rep. No. 1419, 92d
Cong., 2d Sess.
Sess. 15-16 (1972) (condemning
agency practice
of
(condemningan
an agency
practice of
soliciting requests
requests for confidentiality
confidentiality from
frompersons
persons as “entirely
inconsis"entirely inconsistent with"
with” and
and aa "flagrant
“flagrantabuse[
abuse[ ] of"
of ” FOIA:
FOIA: "the
“the committee
committee knows of
of
no
agency that
to extend
extend blanket
no agency
that has
has the
the specific
specific statutory
statutory authority to
exemption, let alone
alone to
to solicit
solicit the exemption
exemption of
of confidentiality”).
confidentiality").
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nonsensitive information.”
information." Ibid.;
also ibid. (rejecting
nonsensitive
Ibid.;see
see also
(rejecting as
as
"conclusory" the
the suggestion
suggestion in
in declaration
declaration by FBI
“conclusory”
FBI Special
Special
regarding expectations
expectations of
ofother
otherlaw
law
enforcement
Agent regarding
enforcement
agencies).
That is not to say that ATF could
could not
not justify
justify withholding some
some types
types of
of Trace
Trace Database
Database information
informationunder
undera a
categorical Exemption 7(A) claim.
well
be be
categorical
claim. There
Theremay
may
well
particular types
that
particular
types of information
information in
inthe
theTrace
Trace Database
Database that
share certain common
characteristics that
that would indicate
share
common characteristics
that
disclosure of
ofall
allofof
that
same
of information
that disclosure
that
same
typetype
of information
reasonably be
be expected
expectedtotointerfere
interfere with
with enforcement
could reasonably
proceedings in
in some
demonstrable manner.
manner. For example,
proceedings
some demonstrable
example,
information relating
relating to
to traces
traces that
that involve
involve undercover
undercover law
enforcement officers may very
very well
wellbe
besuch
suchaacategory.
category.See
See
Pet. Br. 42-43.
42-43. Also, as noted above,
above, pages
pages 16-17,
16-17, informainformation relating
relatingto
todo-not-contact
do-not-contact traces involving
involving dealers
dealers who
8
suspectedof
ofcriminal
criminal activity
activity may
are suspected
maybe
be such
such aa category.'
category.
But ATF
ATF failed
failedtotomake
make
a “particularized”
showing
a "particularized"
showing
that certain
that
certain identifed
identifiedcircumstances
circumstances support
support the
the inference
inference
that all
that
all of
of the
the various
various types
types of information that
that ATF
ATF labels
labels
"sensitive" can
be withheld for
“sensitive”
can be
for fve
fiveyears
yearsbecause
because release
release
of it
it before
of any of
before expiration of that
that time
time could
could charactercharacteristically
be expected
expected to
tointerfere
interferewith
with
enforcement
proistically be
enforcement
proceedings. Indeed,
Indeed, ATF’s
ATF's sweeping
sweeping five-year policy does
ceedings.
does not
“comport[]
with ‘common
probability.’ ” LanLan"comport[] with
`common sense
sense and
and probability."'
dano, 508 U.S. at 175 (quoting Basic
Basic Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Levinson,
Levinson, 485
485
8

the government
government now states, however,
however,that
that “nothing
"nothing
8 Interestingly, the
in the
the record
record suggests
suggests that the
the `do
‘do not
not contact'
contact’ traces
traces as a group
group are
are
more
disclosure perspective
more sensitive
sensitive from
from a public disclosure
perspectivethan
than other
other firearm
firearm
traces (including traces related to homicides
homicides and
and other
other violent
violent crimes in
which the dealer
dealer is
is not
not aasuspect)."
suspect).” Pet.
Pet. Br.
Br. 35
n.18. Yet,
Yet, in cases
cases of
35 n.18.
of
homicides
licensed firearm
homicides and
and other
other violent
violent crime,
crime, the
the identity
identity of the licensed
manufacturers,
wholesalers, and
who posposmanufacturers, importers,
importers, wholesalers,
and even
even retailers who
sessed
sessedthe
thefirearm
firearm at
at some
somepast
pastdate
dateisis generally
generally wholly
wholly irrelevant
irrelevant to
the
elements of
must be
be proven
proven and,
and, thus,
to the
the
the elements
of the
the crime
crime that
that must
thus, to
investigation
prosecution of
offense. Thus,
logic of ATF's
ATF ’s
investigation or prosecution
of the offense.
Thus, the
the logic
“sensitive”
categorization is far from
from clear
clear and
and undermines
undermines the
the reasonreason"sensitive" categorization
ableness
ableness of
of inferences
inferences based
based on
on such
such categorization.
categorization.
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U.S. 224, 246
(1988)). The withholding
withholdingbybyATF
ATF
246 (1988)).
of of
thethe
requested
on such
such an
an overbroad
overbroad and
and unreaunrearequested information
information on
sonable basis
basisisis all
all the more significant
significant here
sonable
here where
where disclodisclosure of the
sure
the Trace
Trace Database
Database information
information would
would serve
serve the
the
important public
important
public interest
interest in
inamici
amiciand
andothers
others being
being able
able to
assessthe
the effectiveness
effectivenessofofATF’s
ATF's law
law enforcement
assess
enforcement efforts
regarding the tracing
tracing of
of crime
crime guns.
guns.

II.
II.

ANY PERSONAL
UNDER
PERSONALPRIVACY
PRIVACYINTEREST
INTEREST
UNDER
FOIA
EXEMPTION7(C)
7(C)ININ
THE
CATEGORIES
FOIA EXEMPTION
THE
CATEGORIES
WITHHELD
IS IS
OF NAMES
NAMESAND
ANDADDRESSES
ADDRESSES
WITHHELD
OUTWEIGHED BY
PUBLIC
INTEREST
OUTWEIGHED
BYTHE
THE
PUBLIC
INTEREST
SERVED BY
BY DISCLOSURE
DISCLOSURE AND
AND COULD, IN
IN ANY
EVENT, BE
BE PROTECTED
PROTECTEDUNDER
UNDER
THE
FOIA’S
THE
FOIA'S
SEGREGABILITY PROVISION
SEGREGABILITY
PROVISION

ATF expressly
states that
that itit "has
expressly states
“has not
not invoked
invoked ExempExempwith respect
tion 7(C) with
respect to manufacturers, dealers, or importers”
the databases.
databases. Pet. Br. 10-11
10-11 n.6. Therefore, none
ers" in the
none of
of
below regarding
regarding public interest,
the arguments
arguments discussed
discussed below
personal privacy
privacy interests,
interests, or segregability
personal
segregability, affect,
affect, in
inany
any
way, the
the lower courts'
conclusion that
that ATF must release
way,
courts’ conclusion
release all
of the
the information about
about firearm
frearm manufacturers,
of
manufacturers, importers,
importers,
wholesalers, and
and retailers
retailers in
wholesalers,
in the
theTrace
Trace Database.
Database. The
The same
same
is true for
for the
the information
informationin
inthe
theTrace
Trace Database
Database regarding
that requests
requests aa trace
trace and
and the
the information
information about
the agency
agency that
manufacturers, importers, and
thethe
Multiple
manufacturers,
anddealers
dealersinin
Multiple
Sales Databases
Databases(which
(which relates
relates to
to purchases
by a single
Sales
purchases by
single
days,
see
individual of
of more
more than
thanone
one gun
gunwithin
withinfve
five
days,
see1818
923(g)(3)(A)).Therefore,
Therefore,regardless
regardlessof
of the
the Court's
U.S.C. §§ 923(g)(3)(A)).
Court’s
resolution of
of the personal
privacy claim under Exemption
resolution
personal privacy
Exemption
and regardless
regardless of
ofany
anyfurther
further order or remand regard7(C),
7(C), and
ing segregability
segregability to
to address
address any
any personal
personal privacy
privacyconcerns,
concerns,
judgment ordering release
of all
all of the
the court of appeals'
appeals’ judgment
release of
information about
about manufacturers,
manufacturers, importers,
importers, wholesalers
wholesalers
and retailers
retailers should be
be affirmed.
affrmed.
and
signifcant
to note
Further, ititis is
significant
to that
note petitioner's
that petitioner’s
19-34)
extensive
Exemption
7(C)
argument
(see
Br. 19-34)
extensive Exemption 7(C)
(see Pet.
Pet. Br.
regarding the
the withholding
withholdingof of
names
addresses
names
andand
addresses
of of
retail
gun purchasers
purchasers has
has no
no relevance
relevance to
to approximately
approximately
retail gun
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fifty
percent of
of the
the traces
traces in
inthe
theTrace
TraceDatabase.
Database. That
Thatisis
fifty percent
because,according
accordingtotoATF,
ATF,only
only “[a]pproximately
"[a]pproximately one-half
one-half
because,
of the trace requests
of
requests in any
any given
given year
year successfully
successfully ideniden7.
tify the
purchaser
of of
thethe
frearm."
Pet.Pet.
Br. Br. 7.
tify
thefirst
firstretail
retail
purchaser
firearm.”
Therefore, release
releaseofofthe
the other
other half
half of the traces,
Therefore,
traces, i.e., the
would
notnot
half in
in which
whichno
noretail
retailpurchaser
purchaserisisidentifed,
identified,
would
implicate
any purchasers'
purchasers’ privacy interests.
implicate any
As for the retail purchaser
information that is, in
purchaser information
in fact,
fact,
included in the
the Trace
Trace and
and Multiple
MultipleSales
SalesDatabases,
Databases, ATF
failed to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
thatdisclosure
disclosureofofnames
namesand
and
ad-addresses
the purchasers
purchasers would
wouldconstitute
constituteanan
unwardresses of
of the
unwarpersonal privacy
privacy to
to support
support withholding
withholding
ranted invasion of personal
9
under
Exemption
7(C).9
the information
information indefnitely
indefinitely
under
Exemption
7(C).The
The
same
is
true
for
the
names
and
addresses
of
the
possessors
same is true for the names and addresses of the possessors
of recovered
asas
thethe
of
recovered guns and
and their
theirassociates,
associates,as
aswell
well
addressesofofthe
the recovery
recoverylocations,
locations,all
all of
of which ATF also
addresses
also
In any
withholds indefinitely
indefinitelyon
on personal
personal privacy grounds.
grounds. In
event,
any personal
personal privacy
privacyinterest
interestcan
can
easily
event, any
easily
be be
ad- addressed under
under the
the FOIA's
dressed
FOIA’s segregability provision, as
as the
the
district court
district
court found.
found.

A. Disclosure
OfOf
The
Withheld
Names
AndAnd
Ad- AdDisclosure
The
Withheld
Names
dresses Would
Serve The
ThePublic
PublicInterest
Interest
Would Serve
ByBy
Revealing
ATF’sEffectiveness
Effectiveness
In Tracing
Revealing ATF's
In Tracing
Crime
GunsAnd
AndMonitoring
Monitoring
Multiple
Sales
Crime Guns
Multiple
Sales
1. FOIA
withholding
of of
1.
FOIA Exemption
Exemption 7(C)
7(C)allows
allowsthe
the
withholding
"records or
lawlaw
enforcement
“records
or information
informationcompiled
compiledforfor
enforcement
' Throughout the course
course of
below, all
of the
the litigation
litigation below,
all of the informa9

tion in
in the
theMultiple
MultipleSales
SalesDatabase
Database was
was withheld
withheld by
by ATF
ATF under
under
tion
Exemption 7(A)
for two
two years
years based
based on
on aa purported
purported likelihood
likelihood of
of
7(A) for
interference with
with enforcement
enforcement proceedings.
proceedings. J.A.
J.A. 47-49.
interference
47-49. The
The Solicitor

General,
court of
of appeals'
appeals’
General, however,
however,“has
"hasnot
not sought
sought review
review of
of the court
holding that information
information contained
contained in
in the
the Multiple
MultipleSales
Sales Database
Database is
holding
not protected
protected by
by Exemption
Exemption 7(A).”
Pet. Br.
Br. 34 n.17.
that
n.17. Thus,
Thus, all
all that
7(A)." Pet.
remains of
Multiple Sales
Sales
remains
of the
the policy
policy of
of withholding
withholding information
information in the Multiple
Database isis the
withholding of
of the
the names
names and
and addresses
addresses of
Database
the withholding
of retail
Exemption 7(C).
7(C). J.A.
J.A. 56.
56.
purchasers under Exemption
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purposes,
that production
production of
of those
those
purposes,but
but only
only to
to the extent”
extent" that
materials "could
“could reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expected to
to constitute
constitute an
unwarranted invasion
invasionof of
personal
privacy.” 5 U.S.C.
personal
privacy."
552(b)(7)(C).Whether
Whetheran
an invasion
invasion of
of personal
personal privacy
privacy is
§§ 552(b)(7)(C).
unwarranted for
for purposes
purposes of
of Exemption
Exemption 7(C)
7(C) depends
depends on
whether the
the public
public interest
interestserved
servedby
byrelease
releaseoutweighs
outweighs
any
personal privacy
See United States
States Dep’t
of
any personal
privacy interest. See
Dept of
Defense
v.FLRA,
FLRA, 510
510 U.S.
U.S. 487,
487, 495
495 (1994).
(1994). The
The determinadeterminaDefense v.
tion whether
whether disclosure
disclosure of government records
records or informainterest
under
Exemption
tion serves
serves the
thepublic
public
interest
under
Exemption 7(C)
7(C)
depends on
on whether
whether the
depends
the disclosure
disclosure serves
serves "to
“to open
open agency
agency
action to the light
light of
of public
publicscrutiny,"
scrutiny,”Reporters
Reporters Committee,
Committee,
489
774 (quoting
(quoting Department
Department of
of the
the Air
AirForce
Forcev.v.
489 U.S.
U.S. at 774
Rose,
425 U.S.
Rose, 425
U.S. 352, 372 (1976)),
“sheds light
lighton
onanan
(1976)), or
or "sheds
agency'sperformance
performanceofofits
itsstatutory
statutory duties.”
duties." 489
489 U.S.
U.S. at
agency’s
773.
The disclosure of the various
various categories
categories of names and
addresses
by ATF
ATFononprivacy
privacy
grounds
would
addresses withheld
withheld by
grounds
would
FOIA.
directly advance
advance the
the public
publicoversight
oversightgoal
goalofofthe
the
FOIA.
Disclosure would
would be
Disclosure
be a means
means of ensuring
ensuring federal
federal agency
agency
accountability as
accountability
as the FOIA
FOIA intended,
intended, especially
especially to
toamici
amici
cities who, as representatives
representatives of
taxpayers, allocate
allocate
of their taxpayers,
resources
initiatives aimed
aimed at
atcurbcurbresourcesto
to participate
participate in
in ATF initiatives
and are
are charged
chargedwith
with ensuring that
that such
ing gun violence,
violence, and
such
resource allocations
allocations are
are fiscally
fscally responsible.
resource
responsible.
The
fiftypercent
percentsuccess
successrate
rateof of
ATF’s
crime-gun
The fifty
ATF's
crime-gun
traces presents
presents aa prime example
of the
traces
example of how disclosure
disclosure of
various categories
of names
in the
categories of
names and addresses
addresses in
the Trace
Trace
Database would
would open
scrutiny.
Database
open ATF's
ATF’s actions
actionstotopublic
public
scrutiny.
Disclosure of
of the results of successful
traces, including
including the
Disclosure
successful traces,
names
retail purchasers,
purchasers, the
theaddresses
addresses where
where traced
traced
names of
of retail
guns
were recovered,
recovered, the
the names
names and
andaddresses
addressesofofthe
the
guns were
person from whom the
person
the gun
gunwas
wasrecovered,
recovered, his
hisassociates,
associates,
and the recovery
and
recovery location,
location, would
wouldreveal
revealwhether
whetherATF's
ATF’s
successfultraces
tracesare
are concentrated
concentratedon
oncrime
crime guns
guns that
that are
successful
sold to particular
in particular
sold
particular purchasers,
purchasers, are
are recovered
recovered in
particular
geographic
recovered from
particularindiindigeographic areas,
areas, or
or are
are recovered
from particular
Such disclosure
disclosure also
also would
would allow
allowthe
thepublic
public
viduals. Such
to to
determine
whether failed
failedtraces
traces
concentrated
determine whether
areare
concentrated
on on
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particular
retailers,and
andtotoidentify
identify
the
number
failed
particular retailers,
the
number
of of
failed
each retailer.
retailer.
traces and crime guns connected to each
Such
bears directly
directly on
onthe
theeffectiveness
effectiveness
Such information bears
and efficiency
efficiency of
of ATF’s
ATF's operations
and
operations and whether
whether patterns
patterns
exist indicating
indicating that
thatthe
theeffectiveness
effectivenessrelates
relatestotooutside
outside
factors (e.g.,
purchasers or
orretailers
retailersrepeatedly
repeatedly
(e.g., certain purchasers
gun traces
tracesthat
that fail)
fail) or to internal
internal factors
involved in crime gun
factors
(e.g.,
other
circumstances
affecting
requests
(e.g., delay ororother
circumstances
affecting
requests
regarding guns recovered
recovered in certain
certain geographic
geographic areas
areas or
or
thethe
names
andand
from certain
certain individuals).
individuals).Disclosure
Disclosureofof
names
addressesof
of individuals
individuals possessing
addresses
possessing crime guns could also
be
evaluate whether ATF is
is vigorously
vigorously enforcing
enforcing
be used
used to evaluate
federal firearm laws.
laws. J.A.
J.A. 102.
102. Similarly,
Similarly, disclosure
disclosure of the
names
names and
and addresses
addressesofofretail
retailpurchasers
purchasersininthe
the Multiple
Multiple
Sales
Database would
would allow
allowthethe
public
to determine
Sales Database
public
to determine
in a timely
whether ATF is able to detect,
detect, in
timely manner,
manner, multimultiple purchases
purchases by
by the
the same
samepurchaser
purchaserwithin
within aa short
short time
period from different
different dealers.
dealers.
2.
Thevarious
various
ways
in which
disclosure
2. The
ways
in which
disclosure
of theof the
public
withheld names
names and
andaddresses
addresses would
wouldserve
servethe
the
public
effectiveness
effciency
of of
interest in
inrevealing
revealingthe
the
effectivenessand
and
efficiency
ATF’s firearm
firearmtracing
tracing
and
monitoring
distinguish
ATF's
and
monitoring
distinguish
this this
case from
from the "names
cited by
by the
case
“names and
and addresses"
addresses” cases
cases cited
United States.
States. Pet.
Pet. Br.
Br. 21,
21, 28.
28. In
InDepartment
DepartmentofofDefense,
Defense,
that the
the Court found that
the relevant
relevant public
public interest
interest served
served by
list of
disclosure of the list
of names
names and
and addresses
addresses at issue there
was "negligible,
was
“negligible, at
at best,"
best,” because
because the list
listdid
didnot
notreveal
reveal
anything about
about what
what the
thegovernment
government was
was doing.
doing. 510
510 U.S.
U.S.
alsoBibles
Bibles v.
v. Oregon
OregonNatural
Natural Desert Ass’n,
Assn, 519
at 497; see
see also
355 (1997).
(1997). The
The only
only asserted
assertedpublic
public interest
interest in those
U.S. 355
those
caseswas
wasthat
that disclosure
disclosure would
would allow
allow the FOIA requester
cases
to contact the listed
listed people
people and provide
provide them
them with
withinforinforstandards
of of
mation. That
That interest
interestcould
couldnot
notsatisfy
satisfythe
the
standards
Exemption
7(C).
Exemption 7(C).
The public interest
interest served
served by disclosure in this
this case
case is
entirely different.
different. ItItisisnot
notbased
based on
on intended contact
contact with
with
listed persons.
Rather,
it
is
based
on
what
information
persons. Rather, it based on what information the
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addresses,considered
consideredalong
alongwith
with the
the rest
rest of the
names and addresses,
database information, reveal
is tracing
database
reveal as
as totohow
howATF
ATF
is tracing
guns and
and monitoring
monitoring multiple
crime guns
multiplesales.
sales.
B. Any
AnyPersonal
Personal
Privacy
Privacy
InterestInterest
Is Out- Is Outweighed
ByThe
ThePublic
Public
Interest
Could,
weighed By
Interest
AndAnd
Could,
In
AnyEvent,
Event,Be
BeAddressed
AddressedThrough
Through
RedacIn Any
Redaction
tion
1. Petitioner
Petitioner compares
personal privacy
privacy interests
1.
compares the personal
Sales
at stake
stake for
for gun
gunpurchasers
purchasers listed
listedininthe
theMultiple
Multiple
Sales
Database
the names
names and
and addresses
addresses at
Database to
to cases
cases in
in which the
issue were
were those
those of
of people
peoplewho
whohad
hadsubmitted
submitted that
that inforissue
mation only
only to
to the
the government,
government, and
and to
to cases
cases where only a
limited
class ofofgovernment
governmentofficials
officialshad
had
accessto to
limited class
access
thethe
information. Pet.
Pet. Br.
Br. 23.
23. The
The instant
instantcase
case isisquite
quitedifferdifferretail
gungun
purchasers
ent, however,
however, with
with regard
regardtotothe
the
retail
purchasers
listed in
inboth
boththe
the
Trace
and
Multiple
Sales
Databases
Trace
and
Multiple
Sales
Databases
because those
those purchasers
andand
because
purchasers disclosed
disclosed their
theirnames
names
addressestotoaa nongovernmental,
nongovernmental,commercial
commercialactor
actor–- the
addresses
firearm retailer
firearm
retailerfrom
fromwhom
whom they
they purchased
purchased the firearm.

the case
case with
withregard
regardtotoalmost
almostany
anyretail
retail
purAs is the
purchaseof
ofaa significant
signifcant value,
chase
value, many gun
gun purchasers
purchasers submit
their names
toaaretailer
retailer through the use of
of
their
names and addresses
addresses to
checks,credit
creditcards,
cards,and
anddocumentation
documentationthat
thatconfirm
confrm their
their
checks,
personal
andaddress
address for
forcredit
creditpurposes.
purposes.PetiPetipersonal identity
identity and
thethe
FOIA
or the
tioner does
does not
notsuggest
suggestthat
that
FOIA
or federal
the federal
firearm statute
statuteononwhich
which
it relies
to claim
a privacy
it relies
to claim
a privacy
18
interest, see
see Pet.
Pet.
Br. Br. 24-26 (discussing 18 U.S.C.
923 (g)(3)(B) and
926 (a)), prevents
§§
and 926(a)),
prevents disclosure
disclosurebyby
a a
§ 923(g)(3)(B)
retailer of
retailer
of the
the name
name or
or address
address of a gun purchaser, includpurchaser of
of aa gun
gunthat
that is
is later
later involved in a crime or
ing a purchaser
an investigation. Thus,
customers,
gun
an
Thus, like
likeother
otherretail
retail
customers,
gun
purchasers' names and addresses
purchasers’
addresses can be disclosed
disclosed or sold
by a retailer
to another
another entity
entityto
touse
use as
as ititsees
sees ftfit(e.g.,
(e.g.,to
to
retailer to
send advertisements
advertisements from
from aa manufacturer
send
manufacturer ofofgun
gunlocks,
locks,
promotional
range,or
or
promotional materials from an owner of a firing
fring range,
advocacy
firearmregulations).
regulations).That
That
advocacymaterials
materials regarding
regarding frearm
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fact undermines any claim that
that the
thesame
same privacy
privacy concern
concern
articulated in
articulated
inDepartment
Departmentof
ofDefense
Defense and Bibles is present
here, namely
namely the fear that
mailing
here,
that release
release of the agency's
agency’s mailing
list would
list
would open
open the
the listed
listedpeople
people to
tounsolicited
unsolicitedmail
mailand
and
telephone calls.
calls. Here,
Here, there can be no such
such expectation
expectation of
of
telephone
privacy against
against such
such conduct
conduct by
by purchasers
purchasers who
who disclose
disclose
that information
that
information in
inaacommercial
commercial transaction that
that already
already
allows for such
petitioner
acknowlallows
such intrusions.
intrusions.And,
And,asas
petitioner
acknowledges, even
even purchasers
purchasers who
who would
would avoid such
edges,
such disclosure
disclosure
during commercial
commercial transactions
transactions are
are nonetheless
nonetheless on notice
that their
that
theirnames
names and
and addresses
addresses will
will be
be provided
provided to
to state
state
and
authorities and
andATF
ATFinincertain
certain
circumstances.
and local authorities
circumstances.
See Pet.
Pet. Br. 22.
See
Petitioner also
also relies
relies on
on several
several lower
lower court
court decisions
decisions
to invoke a generic
generic privacy
privacy interest
interest in
not
being
associated
in not being associated
with
criminalinvestigation
investigationas
asaabasis
basisfor
forthe
thewithholdwithholdwith aa criminal
ing of
of information
information about
about all
allpersons
personswho
whoare
areincluded
includedinin
the Trace
Trace Database. See
See Pet.
demonPet. Br. 25-28. As amply demonstrated above,
above, however,
however, the
theFOIA
FOIAdoes
doesnot
not
support
support
a a
blanket exemption
exemption for
forinformation
informationmerely
merelybecause
becauseit it
is is
included in
compiled
for for
a law
included
ina arecord
record
compiled
a enforcement
law enforcement
investigation and
and ATF did not
not demonstrate
demonstrate any basis for a
categorical
exemption for
for all
allindividual
individual
information
categorical exemption
information
in in
10-13, 24-25,
Trace
Databases. See
See pages
pages 10-13,
ATF
Trace Databases.
24-25, supra. ATF
acknowledgesthat
that the
the inclusion of a person's
name in
in the
acknowledges
person’s name
Trace Database
Database cannot
cannot reasonably
reasonably give
give rise
rise to an inference
Trace
of criminal
Trace
Database
of
criminalinvolvement
involvementbecause
because"the
“the
Trace
Database
contains
names and
and addresses
addresses of
of many
manyindividuals
individuals
contains the names
who have
have not been
been adjudged
adjudgedguilty
guilty of any wrongdoing and
may not
may
not even
even be
be the
thesubjects
subjectsofofinvestigative
investigativeinterest."
interest.”
Pet. Br. 27; J.A.
54-55.
J.A. 54-55.

2. Finally,
extent
there
may
bebe
any
personal
2.
Finally,totothe
the
extent
there
may
any
personal
privacy interest
interest in
inany
anyof
ofthe
thevarious
variouscategories
categories of
of names
names
and addresses
addressesinin either
either the
the Trace
Trace or
or Multiple
Multiple Sales
and
Sales Databases, that
that concern
can be
be readily
readily addressed
through the
bases,
concern can
addressed through
FOIA's segregability requirement.
FOIA’s
requirement. Congress
Congress made
made unamunambiguously clear
clear that
biguously
that "[a]ny
“[a]nyreasonably
reasonably segregable
segregable portion
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record shall
shall be provided to any person requesting such
of a record
record after deletion
areare
exempt"
record
deletion ofofthe
theportions
portionswhich
which
exempt”
under any of the law
law enforcement
enforcement exemptions
exemptions in
in Section
Section 7,
7,
including Exemption
including
Exemption7(C).
7(C).55U.S.C.
U.S.C.§§ 552(b).
552(b).
The
districtcourt
courthere
herefound
found
identity
The district
thatthat
"the“the
identity
of of
specific individuals
thethe
database
are are
specific
individuals and
andweapons
weaponsin in
database
reasonably
information” withwithreasonably segregable
segregablefrom
from the
the other
other information"
held by ATF.
ATF. Pet. App.
App. 27a-28a.
27a-28a. Indeed,
court found
found
Indeed, the court
that "ATF
the portion
portion which
which it avers is
that
“ATF could
could easily `delete'
‘delete’ the
sensitive,
limited to
to the
theidentity
identityofofpersons
persons
sensitive, which
which here
here is limited
and
weapons
found
in
the
database,
while
maintaining
and weapons found in the database, while maintaining the
integrity of
integrity
of the
theremainder
remainderofofthe
therequested
requestedinformation."
information.”
Id. at
at 28a.
court also
also found
foundthat
thatATF
ATF
could
easily
Id.
28a. The court
could
easily
delete
or the
thefirst
first
delete portions
portions of
of names
names so
sothat
that only
only initials,
initials, or
and last
last letters of names,
remain, and
and that
that it
it could
and
names, remain,
could easily
delete portions of addresses
sothat
that only the street
delete
addresses so
street names
names
29a.
or even
even partial
partialzip
zipcodes
codesremain.
remain.See
Seeid.id.
Such
at at 29a. Such
means of deleting
thethe
records
protect
any any
means
deletingportions
portionsofof
records
protect
reasonable
same time,
time,
reasonable personal
personalprivacy
privacy interests.
interests. At
At the same
sufficient information
information to
their use
they may provide sufficient
to enable
enable their
use
to serve the public
interests
discussed
above,
i.e.,
identifypublic interests discussed above, i.e., identifying whether
whether aa person
person listed
listed in
inone
one record
record isisthe
thesame
same as
as
the person
listed
in
another
record,
and
whether
a
particuperson listed
whether
lar address
vicinity as
lar
address is in
in the
the same
same geographic
geographic vicinity
as another,
another,
to facilitate
facilitateassessment
assessmentofofthethe
effectiveness
of ATF’s
effectiveness
of ATF's
tracing and monitoring
monitoring efforts.
Such
of the
thedatabase
database information
informationinin
Such redaction of
thisthis
case would
would be
be consistent
consistent not
not only
only with
with the
case
the FOIA's
FOIA’s segregasegregability
provision, but
butalso
also with
withATF's
ATF’sown
ownprior
priorpractice
practiceinin
bility provision,
responding
to FOIA
FOIArequests
requestsregarding
regarding
databases
responding to
thethe
databases
where it
it has
has redacted
redactedinformation
informationthrough
throughsimilar
similarlimiting
limiting
where
queries, as the
courtrecognized.
recognized.Pet.
Pet.App.
App. 29a-30a.
29a-30a.
the district
district court
Thus,
at most,
most, ATF's
ATF’sExemption
Exemption7(C)
7(C)privacy
privacyargument
argument
Thus, at
of the
records
in their
would not
not warrant
warrantwithholding
withholding
of the
records
in their
entirety, but
but merely
merelydeletion
deletionofofspecifed
specifiedportions
portionsof of
thethe
information.
information.
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

set forth above,
For the reasons
reasons set
above, the judgment of
of the
the
United States
States Court
CourtofofAppeals
Appealsfor
forthe
the
Seventh
Circuit
Seventh
Circuit
be affirmed.
affirmed.
should be
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